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PREFACE

The reasons for people going to a commercial hotel
are evident-food, overnight lodging, and convenience,
thy bo raany people go to resort hotels my not be so
definite.

The desire for rest, relaxation, and good ■

load may play a part.

that is the basic incentive

back of these physical needs?

The writer has the

opinion that this incentive is the inborn urge to seek
the change offered in a natural environment.

The spread

of population has nearly exterminated nature.

Cities

have replaced the clean, cool forests with dirty, hot
streets, ugly buildings, and nervous irritable people.
People have a native hunger for the simple life and seek
t-bis when vacationing.

How does this idea of "going

back to nature" affect the management of resort hotels?
essentially, it ±e an economic problem.

The aim of this

study is to analyze the problem and to present a nieture

Oi how the outdoor needs of people may be better -net at
the resort hotel.
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i
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g the year 1939, 1863,155,00 was spent by the
jseria&n people for hotel rooia*

the number of hotels for

thet fete

27,987 with a total number of 1#444,390

1
rooms*

figures give a rough idea of the extent

"m

of hotels and hotel business in the United utetee#
of r

1939 j
5»,

Sines

business has seemed upwards.

tourist eabtos, trailer camps, and the latest type of

o*

jjy

motels-hsve -sprung tip to meat the Increasing

demand of fch4 publl 0 #

vrf of Assort Motels
Resort hotels Jaave--besn increasing sines the early nine*
to an hundreds#

Inland- watering planes and ninersl springs

wsrs the first attractions as resort aress*

the springs

in %m Orsat-Valley, Pennsylvania, later called the Yellow
springs, formed the »

country i
.

greet watering resort in this

Hi® -1 springs11 wore discovered in 172£ and soon after

'

8

on® hundred to five hundred persons visited thorn dally#

Bedford iprings, also In Pennsylvania, la said to date

1#United states uensue of 19392*Eob«rt B# Ihids, Historic Hotels of the Porld, 137#

u

from 1810 during whiah year three hundred people inaorl-

3
bed their names in the bath book#

Bath Springe# Bristol*

FemayX vanla# bootme a resort in 1810 when hr* Joseph ?*
Mlnnloh created & hotel at the site of the spring®*

The first spring at Saratoga waa vlsited in 176? and
grew in popularity nut 11 in 1830 It w&s the **leading fash**
lo&able watering resort In the United States18«

Congress

Hall in Saratoga became the centre of much social life in
5
the middle cf the nineteenth century*

Misg&rm Pails became a resort about the year 1815*
fh© f&vilioa was the first hotel in the area and was laoated
on the Canadian aide*
aide by row boat*

It was reached from the American

The resort hotel was built to accomo¬

date between one hundred and one hundred and fifty gueats#
In 1813* The Agle Tavern opened on the American side
General Whitney*

under

It is interesting to note that the

hotels remained open only during 11 the Season”; that la* the

6
snmer months*

Hext* tiie White Mountains in Hew Hampshire began to
attract visitors*

3 *.J^bld* * 14 B *
4*Ibid** 139*
8*Ibid* * 148*
6*Ibid** 155*

In 1Bm$ the Willey family* who hod

3

built & hoin the notch, was carried to death by an af»»
lanehe*

Soon after, their house beosne e popular resort-

Ethan a» Crawford established a resort hotel for climbers
of Mount Washington not many miles from the Hotch*

!:ihcac

resorts were popular before 1830«
Oosshore reaorta, slower to develop# started & little
after the miner*! springs reaorta#

Soon after

two

resort hotels developed at Cape M&y**~The Mansion House and

a

Oongrees Hall#

Colonel mite, a British officer, was the

first to own a hotel at Long Branch, Hew Jersey#

mis was

in XSB7*
Resort* could not be financially successful until there
were bettor means of transportation#

me automobile and

railroads have changed the entire complexion of the resort
§

hotel#

Resorts can now be reached, by easy methods of trans¬

portation# and due to this feet have grown rapidly#

low

the airplane la making now areas accessible to the vacation
minded public#
Hie Seropeana caught on early to the possibilities of
resort hotels#

The Swiss hotel keepers pioneered in sailing
10
their mountain soonery# The resort owners of the United

7•Ibid#, 158*

8# ibid#, 156*
0*Borman 6* B&gner# Hotel Life# 13d*

10»Ibid*, 140 #

4

Sfcat©a are beginning to realise th?>t they too have to sell
their outdoor scenery*

It doesn't cost imioh to utilise

nature that le already there#
Definition of ferae

It is necessary to clarify a few teraa that the writer
will he using in this study*

In order to \mder at and the

development of the resort hotel, the words inn, tavern,
hotel, and report need explaining#

Popular usage has

changed many of the old words such &sl inn, hostel, find

the word ,}innH dates back to 600 B*C«, ^hostel”
11
4QQ*U&«# nnd ntavern" 000 A*D* tJnloss we fora a definite
tavern#

up-to-date pattern for these words they will h&ve a con¬
fused meaning#
fhe definition of a hotel is

liuuso providing

lodging snd usually meals for the public, especially for
12
transients' •
Lucius Boomer states that * Fundamentally, a
hotel is an establishment of domestic type operated for
13

profit”#

Hotels can be divided into two groups—the
i

commercial hotel and the recreational resort hotel#

Commer¬

cial hotels cater to the transients seeking lodging and
i~ i» i #> »l Tl, *>

e®~

uin-.-^.^yrYTnftfflpVTr-tfi |, |||||^|jm

JJJ-LLL L-Billi

the Oxford Classical Dictionary. 455.
18.Th® writer has used v.ebster* a dnubrld^ed Dictionary as
basis for the definitions unless otherwise noted.
13.Lucius Boomer, Dotel Manwtomeqt. 3.

5

meals and are located in cities &nd towns#

Social

functions such as cocktail parties# dances#and conventions
arc Held *t these hotels for eatertalment*

Naples of

these hotels are found in every large city#

In Boston#

the Copley**Fla&& and The Vendomej in Hew York# The Aaldorf**
Astoria end fhe Bllteore or© good examples of the c 4h*im .©rcial hotel*
On the other hand# resort hotels are users likely to
outer to the city vacationist seeking rest and relaxation*
they are m popular place for entertainment or recreation#
They nay he classified according to the geographical en¬
vironment*

The sea shore and late# field and stream# and

mountains have definite types of resort hotel®#

Saratoga

Springs in Hew York state# Hotel Del Monte in California#
Mount Washington Hotel in Mm Hampshire# »nd The Korthfield
in S&esfcQftusetts are examples of these types#
Inns may he classified as resort or eommerelal#

'Shay

usually cater to travellers or wayfarers an route who are
looking for overnight lodging*

The

atarvllla Inn located

in Maw Hampshire la of the resort type*
Legally# the word whotaX8 is synonymous with the word
rilnn”*

Lodges, are usually houses reserved for seasonal

activities such as winter sports# hunting# and fishing#
Tourist homes and cabins# trailer camps# and motels are small
versions of resort hotels and will not be considered in this

a

paper*
Classification
—*-1
111

.

iimrn—ir“i“" "r

fhe writer has mad© a classification of resort hotels
tossed on the environmental factors that influence the hotel*
HaQreatloa&l resort hotels m&y toe divided into two groupethose operated as concessions leased by the federal govern¬
ment, Bucfa as the national Baris: hotels5 and those privately
owned and privately operated*
The national Park hotel Is included under the heading
resort* toeoaii.ee it cater© to the vacationer—*• to the person
looking for roat and a certain kind of recreation, nctaely
nature appreciation*

In 1949, the notional fork System ©er14
wed 31*864*000 vi el tore* Many of them made use of the
available hotels at the parka*

nineteen of the twenty-

eight national Parks have hotels located within the park
limits*

Altogether* there arc over forty hotels plus many

smaller cabin© in the national Park System*
national Park hotel© differ from the privately con¬
trolled hotel© in the following points*
1* national Park hotels are operated by a concession,
controlled by the government*

The Curry Company in

Xoaemlte national Park is an example*

14*.Anon«, leu York

November 5,1950, X19.

15*Devereux Butcher, :dKPloriru Our national Park© and Menumeg^a, 1-150*

7

i

2*these hotels are located In » region where natural
feattire* are superlative such as the Grand Canyon*
3* These hotels do not have to rely on sports such
as golf and tennis. to entertain their guests*
4 «I store programs center around the natural resources
peculiar to the National Park In which they are
located#
Resort hotels that are privately owned and privately
operated can ha placed In five groups*— the dude ranch, the
;

«. 'S'. •;;

=*■>

hunting and fishing lodge# the seashore resort hotel, the
country recreational resort hotels, and the winter resort
hotel#
Pucie, rancho# have in the past few years become very
‘ popular#

''they are scattered primarily in the nest but are

now being Introduced in the last*

They provide entertain**

»«ftt for city people In an atmosphere of Western stylo
ranching*

the .main features are horseback riding and gaily

colored clothes*
ihc nunting and fishing lodges attract the apMortsm&n
interested in the wild animals and fish of tec vicinity*
These lodges are scattered mainly throughout the northern
section of the country*

The word lodge moms a seasonal

resort hotel depending upon tee open season for fish and
H*me in the ar^*
die resorts along tee >.£ttss and

deists nave tew lure

of fca® e#*«he?e to &tfcr^afc their guests*
bathing art popular past-times*

firming and sm*

The Mia shore resorts are

seasonal in the Hearth and South depending upon the climate*
Along the southern half of the country# they operate during
the winter©
Inland from the coasts* resorts which provide leisure
sports such as golf and tennis are vary popular*

Many hotels

fit under this heading* those in the mountain are^e catering

to the mountain climber* those along a quiet lake with fishing
Minting and calling facilities; and those in the country
with golf and tennis as typical sports-th© country recreation¬
al resort hotel*
During the winter a nm type of resort hotel emerges
In the Horth—the winter resort hotel®

- 1th the over in¬

creasing intoroat in deling* the winter resort has develop¬
ed into a popular place for the winter vacationer*
in the Unitei States* the vacationer may choose any

type ha prefers of these five recreational resort hotels#
Nowhere else Is there offered in one country such a variety
of resort hotels*

Each resort is individualistic* offering

many fine recreational programs*

democratic life*

This Is the way of our

CHAPTER

II

EXISTING RECNSATldwiL FACILITIES AMD ACTIVITIES
OP RESORT HOTELS THROJGKCIJT THE UHITED STATES

CHAPTER IX
IXXSTIJfO RBCIiSATI&NAL FACILITIES JW ACTIVITIES
OF RESORT HOTELS THKOtlOHOOT THE UNITED STATES
Introduction
It has been shown that throughout the United States

there are many types of resort hotels from which the vacationlstm&y choose to satisfy his vacation needs*

The varied

topography and climate of the United States provides the
basis of the many types of hotels; that is* the recreational
program of a hotel is primarily based on the natural resources

at hand? A hotel on the coast utilises the salt water in
its recreational program and so becomes a beach or salt
water resort hotel*

In the 'fast* the plains, deserts, and

mountains in the environment of the cowboy provide the en¬
vironment for the dude ranch*

If the recreational activities are based on the natural
environment of the resort hotels then they are based on the

out-of-doors, or natural history*

The ability of the hotel

management* therefore* to utilize the natural history of the
area will to a great extent influence the popularity of the
hotel*
This chapter then* Is a detailed consideration of the
six basic types of resort hotels as the writer has class!-

10

fled them—(1) resort hotels on government land, {2) country
resort hotels# (3) dhtde ranches# (4) beach resort hotels#
(5) hunting and fishing lodges, (8) winter resort hotels*
There is not always a distinct dividing line between these
/j

groups®

The classification has been made to facilitate the

study of the basic recreational facilities of the hotels and
to get a clearer conception of the influence that natural
history-plays upon the recreational program®*

Methods of Study

. 1 :v, ,

.

.. ■

: ■■

The writer fully realises that in

"

&

scientific survey

of recreations! activities of resort hotels throughout the
United States, the method of study should be by direct ob¬
servation*

Due both to the large extent of area and to the

wide variations covered by resort hotels. It was impossible
to make personal observation of each hotel*

For two summers,

and during the past two academic year a, the author has studied
the Northfield Hotel Intensively*

Furthermore

he has called

upon personal experience to fill In much information*

In

the past eight years, it has been his privilege to travel

Baa

eat across the United States eight times and lie has

made several trips to Florida*
although personal observation accounts for some Infor¬
mation, the chief source of material has been digested from

hotel literature*

although the Impression may exist that

resort hotel advertising my border on exaggeration, the

11

witw believes that the higher class hotels have discov¬
ered along with “Better Business Bureaus" that honest adver¬
tising is good business#

The United Newspaper Magazine

Corporation1 s Vacation Guide supplied much material &s to
state public relation departments#

The Boston Tourist Company

offered information in a booklet entitled Trayel-foura#
Auerloan automobile Association furnished material on
resort hotel® in their famous Tour Book#

The book,

Inna of .aaerlofe, gave much valuable Information# -

Scenic

'Claes© re¬

ferences must put forth reliable data#
Federal government agencies supplied authoritative informat ion on resort: hotels on government land. Information
on national parks was obtained from Donald B» Lee, Chief of
Public Service of the United States, Department of the
Interior*

Literature and maps of every national park were

studied along with miscellaneous park information.

Contact

was made with Sr.F.-S.Byms, Acting Director, Branch of
operation and Maintenance, Bureau of Reclamation.

He supplied

information on recreation and resort hotels on reservoirs
construct®i by the Bureau of declamation.

National Forest

information was obtained from Mr.John Sleker, Chief, Division
of Recreation and Land*

Maps, leaflets, and booklets were

supplied the writer from the National Forest Service.
Regional directors of the five regions of the National Wild¬
life Refuges were contacted! Mr. Loo L.L&gthe, Region I;

12

Mr® John 0® Gatlin, Keg ion XX; Mr® David H* Jamson, Region
1111 Mr® James Silver, Region IV; and Mr* David R# Gascoyne,
.Region V* Letters, leaflets and booklets were reviewed on
recreation and resort hotels in the National lildlife
Refuges#
the writer also contacted the public information office'
<

or public relations departments of the forty-eight states*
S1 .
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information was requested by letter concerning resort hotels
in the respective states®

Travel information from the states

were classified as followai state road maps, general information on the state, and resort hotel . information®
*

Private

hotel literature was added to.the state Informstion*
Furthermore, literature was obtained from over three

hundred resort hotels*

These hotels were chosen «t random

from the following s state hotel information; The Boston Sunday
Herald' Travel

Action*1949-1951); The New York Time a Travel

Seation(1949-1951); .sports magazines; and other periodicals*
ihc data gathered man reviewed and filed under the writer’s
classification of resort hotels*
Appreciation is extended to Mr* Walter Johnson and
Hr. Otto tains of the University of Massachusetts who were
very helpful in their suggestions and Information concerning
resort hotels*

Mr* a* Gordon Moody and Mr* B*Stearns,

(the latter a graduate of dtockbrldge School), of the
Korthfleld Hotel were likewise helpful*

Mention must be made

of the many patient hotel clerks and managers who aided the

13

writer in hi a quo at for information#
It lo evident that a wealth of material and information
has been made available#

It Is estimated that

over one

thousand pieces of literature have been analyzed*

The

cooperation and interest shown in the study has been most
gratifying*

The writer has gained both knowledge, conviction,

and definite conclusions*

It is satisfying to bo able to

present the results of the study*
Resort Hotels On Government Land
'The Federal Government is concerned with recreation as
a basic human need*

In 1946, a Federal Interagency Committee

was established to coordinate the information, plans, and
policies of the Federal Agencies in .the field of public
recreation*

Borne of the agencies are as follows: The Corps

of Engineers, Forest' Service, ^tension Service, Fish and Wild¬
life Service, national Park Service, and the Bureau of

1
Reclamation*
fh© writer will consider the following government
areas* and the recreational resort hotels on these areas!
national parka, national forests, wildlife refuges, and reser¬
voirs of the Bureau of Reclamation.

For the vacation-seeker,

all the above areas provide unlimited facilities and

l."‘fhe Federal Government in Recreation"» Recreation
Magazine, June,1950, 138.
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natural resources for recreation that feed man* s hunger for
the primitive-**# demand that can only he satisfied by the
unmurred outdoors®
n^i ^ntlonal Park la an am, usually of some magnitude ,
distinguished by scenic, scientific, historic, or arc.heolog.ic
attractions and natural wonders and beauties which are dis¬
tinctly nation#! in importance and interest, selected as ami■ neat examples of scenic, scientific, or historic America, and
preserved with characteristic natural scenery, wildlife andr
historic or archeolcgio heritage. In an dniapaired state,
ms part of a national Park System for the use and enjoyment
2
of this and future generations11«
For the visitor, hotels and lodges along with tent areas
and housekeeping cabins have been introduced in the
national parks and expanded to meet the increasing demand.
The year 1949 found 51,864,180 visitors using the facilities
3

of the national parks alone. Hotels and lodges are operated
by private capital under close government supervision,
’Phase resort hotels are operated aa a concession which is ex¬
plained in Webster*s Collegiate Dictionary as 11 a grant by a
government, of land of property, or of a right to use land or
v property for some specific purpose**.

2, The American Cl vie association, “What Everyone Should Know
About Parks*1, Park Primer, 1932, 1,
3, “The Federal Government in Beoreatlou*, Recreation
June, 1950, 149*

abasing,

15

National, park ideal3 ware established when Congress d©~
dared Yellowstone the first national park March X,1872,
Congress designed it as follows; **$ public park or pleasuring**
ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people1* and to
provide against 11 Injury or spoliation of all timber, mineral
deposits* natural curiosities* or wonders within said park*
4
and this retention In their natural condition’1• As of
October 1*1940* the Federal Park System consisted of 162
areas-twenty-©lx national parka* four national historical
parks* eighty-two national monuments* eleven national mili¬
tary parks* eight national battlefield sites* six national
historical sites* one national recreational area* nine mis¬
cellaneous national memorials* twelve national oametarles*
three national parkways* md the national Capitol Park

5
System*
Br» John G.Marrian* president of the Carnegie Institu¬
tion of Washington* defined the use of the national parks:
’•While the national parks serve in an Important sense as
recreation areas* their primary uses extend far Into that
fundamental education which concerns real appreciation of
nature*

Here beauty In its truest sense receives expression

and exerts it© influence along with recreation and formal

4»X#F*Story* Glimpses of Our National Parka* 2*
5*Ibid* * 3»

16

education*

fo me, the paries are not merely places to rest

and exercise and loam; they ar© regions where one looks
through the veil to moat the realities of nature and the

6
w

•

unfathomable power behind it* •

t

Looking through the literature on the national parks,
the writer found that hotel accomodations are widespread
over the twenty**slat parks*

Only six. national parks do not

offer overnight accosmsodations^^icadia, Carlsbad Caverns, ,
Everglades,

-Irand Teton, Hot Springs, and rind Cave national

7
Parks©

The twenty remaining parks have a total of sixty-*
B
nine hotels' and lodges©
3hlB figure can b© further broken
down to seventeen buildings that arc open all year, and fifty-*

two resort hotels that arc seasonal! that is, open only
9
during the summer months©
These hotels offer the following activitiess horseback
riding,

trail gilding,

trips, pack trips,

fishing, boating, and hiking (trail

tally-ho excursions©)

6©Harold G*Bryant and A«

;,twood, Beaearoh and Education in

the National Parka, 3©
7*’Xha Rational Park Service, '^Concessioners piiroiahlnfl

Accommodations for the Public in Rational Park -Areas
During 195Q1*, 1-8*
So

Ibid*,

imOMnnUHtfMliittt

\

9«Th© Rational Park Service, rtCapacity of Hotel, Lodge and
Cabin Accommodations *, 1-9*

17

The national parks offer a program of nature education
In which visitors may participate.

“Nearly every person who

visits a national park does so either out of curiosity to see
some natural wonder or from © desire to interpret and
10

appreciate superlative features11 •

These desire® are not

fulfilled by formal programs such as are found In the class¬
room or by formal education methods.

It is a continuous

program “that emphasises ©vocational pursuits, that stimu¬
li
l&tes the proper us© of leisure time11*
The main policies of the program are stated thus*
ff 1* Simple, understandable interpretation of the
major features of each park to the public by
means of field trips, lectures, exhibits, and
literature*
2* i&aph&sia upon leading the visitor to study the
real thing rather than to utilise second-hand
information*

Typical academic methods are

avoided*
3* Utilisation of highly trained'personnel with
field experience, able to interpret to the
■%

public the laws of the universe as exemplified
in the parks and able to develop concepts
of the laws of life useful to all*

10.Harold 0* Bryant and W* Atwood, oj)* clt*. 3*
11.Ibid*, 5*

18

4. A reseuroh program which will furnish a
continuous supply of dependable facts suit¬
able for tase in connection with the oducat-

12
ional pro0romf<*
The program utilises guide trips# auto caravans# nature
trails# historic trails, exhibits in situ-i.a# sin place#
wild-flower displays# wildlife displays# lecture3(camp-

13
fire talks), museums and observation stations#
hha t better recreational program could be offered a
guest of the moat exclusive resort hotel?

The writer feels

that the national park program ia a model for all recreation¬
al resort hotels*

The popular demand at the parks is

proof that the public needs and wants an extensive nature
program during their visits*

The resort hotels located in

national parks are fortunate to have this free service pro¬
vided for them*
The National Forests were sat aside ”to protect from
>

destruction the remaining timber on the public domain1* • The
use of the national forests follows a "multiplo-tise” policy?

14
that is# ”the greatest good for the greatest number of people”*
Another government-owned recreational area that supports

12.Ibid*# 8.
13*Ibid*# 1-43*
14*"National Forests”# The Encyclopedia amerlorma#XI* 480-481*
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resort hotels is the national forest*

'This typo of ares in¬

cludes more than 176 million acres of land* or ”something
more than an acre apiece for every man, woman, and child In
15
tiie United States*'*
There are 160 million acres that are
located near the cantors of population in thirty-six of the
forty-eight states, Alaska, and Puerto Hleo*

These are

16
readily accessible public areas adapted to outdoor recreation*
17
From a paper issued by the Forest Service,
"Recrea¬
tional Uses on national Forests for 1949”, the following
facts are taken*

During the year 1949, the grand total

number of users of the national forest, land was 26,080,255*
Of this number 1,929,597 visits were mod© to hotels on national
forest land*

There are 841 resort hotels on forest land that

provide accomodations* The only resort hotels that are owned
by the Forest Service are Mount Mood Timberline Lodge in
Oregon and Magazine Mountain Lodge on the Ouachita national
Forest in Arkansas*

All the others are operated by concess¬

ionaires under supervision of the Forest Service*

p

Many recreational facilities are available in the national
Forest,i*e*, natural resources*

Concessionaire resort hotels

«

provide hunting, fishing, swimming, hiking, mountain
climbing, boating, horseback riding, pack trips, scenic drives.

15#The Forest Service, National Forest Vacations, 1*
16*The Forest Service "National Forest Vacations*, 1*
17,Ibid*, 6.
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The above graph shows to which extent federal
Agencies have been authorized to provide a variety
of recreational facilities and activities*
Source* Recreation Magazine* national Recreation
Association,
June, 1950
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photographlo trips, wildorness tripe, akiln0, organised
18
camping and picnicking*
7hg_ National Forests are areas similar to national
■

j

'

parka with the exception of absence of free public nature
programs*

the forests offer the natural resources*

The

resort owner plans his program around these resources*
The Hst>ional Wildlife Refuses are on land that has
been set aside by the Federal Government to preserve l?for

■ ' t

’'

themselves and their children, as much of our native wild19
life as can be retained along with our modern civilisation** *
The number of wildlife refuges administered by tho Fish and
Wildlife Service on duly 1,1948, was 291, with a total of
20

17,819,498 acres#
Philip Am DuMont, Branch of wildlife Refuges, in
correspondence with the writer states that there are two nation¬
al wildlife refuges on which lodge accommodations are
available*

Both are along the Atlantic Coast? tho Matta-

18,The Forest Service, tfA Vacation Guide”, 855-876*
19*Fish and lildlife Service, Parker Klver-A Rational Wild¬
life HefUffq, II#
20*Fish and Wildlife Service, "National Wildlife Refuses
administered by the Fish and wildlife Service*1, X#
»

v

;

*

i

musket National

v ildlife rfofuge in Sorth Carolina and the

Capa fioasin National

ildlife Itsfttge in South Carolina.

On

l

the latter, the Domlnleh House provides accomodations and
is located on the 5,000 acre Bulls Island Unit*

Mattamua-

kaefe Lodge, Hew Holland, Berth Carolina serves in the other

refuge*
N.
/

Recreational facilities available on the national wildlife refuges are as foliowe* hunting, fishing, boating,
21
bathing# nature study and picnicking.
These areas provide
excellent places for viewing wildlife in their natural
haunts, and &r© used as such by many of'the visitors*
Tfte Bureau of Reclamation has constructed, reservoirs
and water control structure® which fora natural recreational
areas that are under development of the national .Park Service
?* E* Byrnts, acting Director, Branch of Operation and
Maintenance, The Bureau of Realamtion, has stated the
following facts in his correspondence with the writer*

His

Bureau has constructed more than one hundred reservoirs
throughout the seventeen western states*

Outside of the

Missouri River Basin, there is no provision for construction
of recreational facilities*

Some of the large areas, inhere

public use is of national significance, come under the

21*The Federal government in Recreation* Recreation Magazine,
June, 1950, 140,
22,Recreation Magazine, loo,olt,, 144-148*
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national Parte service* *

These include Lake 'Mead* behind Hoover

Bara* Franklin D* Roosevelt Lake* in back of Grand Coulee
Dam* Millerton Lake, in back of Friant X)m*

In other areas

that occur in national forests* recreation is under develop**
merit by the Forest,Service*
’ V

Hotel concessions are held at'

f

Lake- Mead where camping* boating* fishing* and swimming are
on the recreational program*
A look to the future will find greater recreational us©

of the water reservoirs in the United States*

A report by

the Federal Inter-Agency Committee on Recreation is being
prepared to be submitted to the President*s Water Resources
Policy Commission concerning recreation as related to the
23
nation*3 water resources*
Mention might also be made here of state-owned areas
that have recreational resort hotels serving vacationists*
Only seventeen of the forty-eight states do not have hotels

on staterowned land*

State Parks and recreational areas

furnish the areas for these resort hotels*

Many progresalve

states are netting up *on their' own state narks, a program
24
similar to the nature■programs at the national parks*
Dud© Ranches
Dude Ranches are another type of recreational resort

23*Ibid* » 116.
£4*Vnlted States Travel Division* Recreational Areas of the
•

^silted States* •

V
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hotel*

These hotels specialise in western hospitality--froih

companionship and festivity to complete relaxation*

The

popularity of the dud© ranch has spread to the East with
ranches being built In lew York State and Connecticut* but
stilly the Lude Ranch Canter of the country is in the West#
Dude Ranches began many years ago when .Easterners went
West to visit old frlends*

"Lured by the friendliness and

Cheerfulness of the western rancher* Me warm reception and
the fascination of ranch activities*the Easterners ex25
tended their vacations la the West*
The nick-name of
11 Dud©3 was given to these vacationers to distinguish them
from the * Tender foot** who went West to earn a living* and
from the operator of the ranch* i©** the rancher#

The

ranches offering accommodations to the *Dudes* became known
26
as f,Ma Ranches" •
Based on program specialisation* dude ranches may be
divided into two type3*

Q» first type is fee "operating"

ranch where farming and cattle raining are carried on
throughout the year with special accommodation©' and activities
for summer guests*

This is the original type of dude ranch*

These ranchos arc often called "working* ranches and the

25*Wyoming Commerce and Industry Commission# hyomln^ Dudei
'
\
Ranohes, 2.
23.Ibid.
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greats have an opportunity to participate In the telly opera¬
tion of a typical western ranch#

Cattle round-ups* hors©

(

breaking* and cattle branding are some of the "chores**
offered by a working ranch#

The usual types of recreation

on the*© ranches is alo^ available to the guests* such as
swimming# fishing* and dancing#

The second type of dude ranch specialises in a pro¬
gram of entertainment for the guests#

-Hie ranch is secon¬

dary# in name only# while fch© entertainment of the guests
plays the leading role*

*

Indoor activities with a western

tang along with golf# tennis* dancing# swimming* and riding
constitute the recreational program#
From a study of figures of dude ranches throughout the
West# It Is found that half of them are of the operative
type#

Of the forty-four dude ranches that are members of

the Colorado hude and ducat K&noh Association# approximately
eighteen are of the operative type#

Most of those are older

ranches which have been recently mad® over to accommodate
tourists#

In other words* the tourist trade* as well as beef#

Is a legitimate ranch product#

From the figure© of dude

ranches throughout the state of Washington# approximately
27
fifty percent of the nineties are operating ranches#
Many
\

27.Department of Conservation and Development, Washington,
Dade Kanohee of 'Kanina ton. 3-15.
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of

specialised ranches «r© recent additions to take oar*3

of the increasing demand for dud© ranch acoossmoda fclone•

For those prople who have a ffh&nkering';

for a taste of

the Old West# dud© ranches are the answer* Picture
wagon dinner of juicy*

thick steaks*

a chuck

After the dinner* west**

era songs are sung around a roaring campfire and later on*
a country dunce*

As one old timer put its **!&& you ever dance

the *3ch0ttlsche1*
Schmidts

* Little Brown Jug1*

*Ky@ Waite’#

*Herr

*ff©n Pretty GirlsS or *The Cotton-eyed Joe*?

%ell* ole friend* yon bean breathing* but you shore ain’t

28
lived yet”*

Tnis thought applies to dude ranch©© In general*

writer 'has compiled a chart of the activities offer**
ed guest© by eighteen working ranches and eighteen specialty

ranches* selected at random# us advertised by the uolomdo
Dude and Guest Bench Association*

Tils chart presents a con¬

trasting picture of the activities that take place In bn©
bwo types of randls resort hotels*
in comparing the thirty-six ranches* certain features
arc outstanding*
9

j* ._./■

, . ■ ■

■'.'■.••

‘'

.

•

• ■*

v .

lo tester* activities such »s cattle round-up3,
branding,

ato. are found only in the recreational

program of the operating ranch.

28.The Bandera Tourist Association, Bandera :.'e»aa» 9.
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2o Hunting and fishing &r© owon activities

.in both types of dude ranches*
3* Lawn sports and games such as ping pong,
archery, croquet, badminton, and shuffleboard &r© more numerous in the activities
of the specialised ranch#
4# Dancing—square and round—are found in both
types of ranches*
o# Hay-rides, rodeos, o amp-outs, and campfires,
typical western activities, are found
to a greater extent in the program
of the operating type of ranch#
On looking over the literature on dude ranches, the
writer found many interesting statements of activities at
ranches#

Cm# of the specialty ranches states w#«#croquet*
29
horseshoe, and dart courts arc provided##**1# Under an
operating ranch, the following is stated, "Life *t the ranch
©entered around the 3un Bowl, where tannic, badminton,
croquet, horseshoe pitching, and swinging in a beautiful
30
modern pool are f extra-curricular * activities**,** Other
ranches state that the guest may participate in ranch ac¬
tivities, meaning, any tiling from farming to oaring for

29»Dude Ranches of Washington* 6*
30*Ibid., 17*
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cattle*
In Wyoming# many of the dude ranches. off er trips
through fallowstone national Park* others offer n wildlife
study and Photography” # and many mention chicken and steak

31
fries*

•

...

From the state of Washington to the state of Texas#
dude ranches Offer a typical selection of activities*
is# the recreation offered throughout'
pattern*

That

the -Vest follows one

This pattern centers around the outdoor life and

lore of the western cowboy«

Local differences in activities

are slight and are due >6 the natural phenomena present in
the vicinity of the ranch*

dome dude ranch managers do not

yet have the courage to give up such artificial city activi¬
ties feS tennis# and athletics* Yellowstone National Park
along with the mountains of the Northeast and the plains of
the South arc the geographical centers of duds ranches*
In conclusion# It is the opinion of the writer that
■the operating# or working ranch# 1ms rmnj more "western activi¬
ties” to offer the vacationer than the sp©cir*ll2©d type
*
of ranch. True, mankind is looking for an easier life in
work ->wi play, tout those who enter into the spirit of the
operating ranch are riohly rewarded.

The popularity of the

dude ranch is proof enough that this type of resort hotel

SI.Wyoming Pude Banofrea, 4-14.
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satisfies the vacationer seeking the ranch type activities*
Hiding* fishing* hiking* pack trips* camping#'and huntingsthe basic program of the ranches—* are all nature activities*
By making use of their natural resources and environment,
dude ranches are becoming popular resort hotels*
Seashore Hoaort Hotels
Overlooking the blue Pacific and the restless Korth
Atlantic Ocean, beach resort hotels cater to the summer
vacationists*
tioning*

Summertime is the favorite season for 'Vaca¬

Some head for the mountains* com# for the lakes;

but the greatest percentage head for the coast and the sea¬
shore*

Fifty percent of vacation:literature the writer

gathered dealt with beach resort hotels*

They are very popu¬

lar* Indeed*
The distributional pattern for this type of hotel
shows three dominant areas*

The first is Mew England with

Cape Cod and the Maine Coast* and the second is the Florida
area# considered under winter resort hotel* but which Is
also a beach resort area*,and the third is the southern
section of California* Including Balboa* Laguna Beach* and
Santa Barbara*
Many types of seashores are found along our coasts, each
with its own type of resort hotel

The Washington and

Oregon Coasts are known for their ruggedness*

This area*

however# supports only a few summer resort hotels* Swim-

29

mlng i© restricted a® the undertow la excessive along the
steep shore*

the wild scenery Is the lure of this undevel¬

oped part of our country*

California has many fine beaches

with equally fine hotels#

Southern California has many

colorful year-round beach resorts which will be considered
under winter resorts*
On tho East Coast# the states of Maine to Florida can
proudly boast of many fine white sandy beaches*

Cape Cod

is the leader of the summer# beach-resort hotels along the
Atlantic Coast and will be considered in detail#
Cape Codders have striven to preserve the natural
charm and quaintness of the country that witnessed the
coming of the Filgrims# and has been championed by Joseph
^Lincoln*

the Cape has an -area of six hundred square miles#

and ©attends for seventy miles out into the Atlantic Ocean#

32
with over three hu Hired miles of shoreline#

"the endless*

beauty of the Cape1 a clean white beaches#, picturesque
harbors and colorful moorlands lend an atmosphere of rest

33
and relaxation11*
the writer eame across many vivid description® of
Cape Cod* but found the foilowing#on© of the best! "Cape

32*Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce# "Cape Cod Directory***
33***Spring Vacations are Enjoying their Natural Charm* #
Boston Sunday Beral4» April 22# 1950*
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Cod, a land

of Pilgrim torn* and of seafaring memories} a

land of far horizons and a hundred beaches, whore the white
*

surf rolls gently in} a land of passing ships, of the night
patrol of the Coast Guard, of lighthouses blinking in the
dark, of &ld windmills, and of graceful gulls 1 drawing lines
of beauty upon the sky*; a land of green marshes, of brown
moors, of gray sand-dunes, and of resinous scented pines|
a land of low-gabled homesteads over which the centuries
have come and gone, and of old-fashioned gardens aflame with
perennial blooms} a land of deep inlets, secluded ponds,
peaceful harbors, and of tides that ebb and flow on everchanging shores} a land that had its age of romance in the
days when clipper ^Oapttns* first Carrie

the American

ensign into the richest ports of the seven seas}—this, by
and large, la old Gap© Cod, now a land of new delight for the
play people of a summer world, a land where the blue begins, "
34
and the frets of'life end*# How eloquently this passage de¬
picts the Gap© and its new call in life*
Heading the 'list of the recreational program are
"sight-seeing” tours of the many wonder on s and beautiful
scenes of old Gap© God*

One can see an authentic Americana—

wweathered windmill®, picturesque fishing wharves, treasureland antique shops, historic landmarks that go back to the

34*Wilson Tarbell, Caffe Pod Ahoy, 2.
t
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first landing of the Pilgrims#

Thera are the rolling sand-

dunes to be visited# the many pretty ponds and lakes which
enhance the Gape*a natural beauty; the fascinating gift shops
35
and the pine scented woodland” all in sight of the restless
Atlantic Ocean#
All summer sports are enjoyed on the Cape*
water provides the main attraction#

The salt

Bathing# swimming#

sailing# fishing# and sun bathing #re always popular sports*
The many harbors and inlet® make Cape Cod a paradise for email
boat owners#

Many yacht clubs are located on the Cape and

each club has its own racing schedule and social program#
Fresh and salt water fishing can be enjoyed at beach
resort hotels as well as at fishing lodges# Sea bass# feautog#
blueflsh# whits perch# and mackerel are a few species of
ssalt water fish to be found*

Fresh water species include

trout# salmon# pickerel# perch and bass#

More on this sub¬

ject will be found under hunting and fishing lodges#
Other sports such as hiking#' canoeing# tennis and golf
are also to he enjoyed*

Hiding through picturesque villages

find along old Indian trails is m pleasant diversion

from

t

«w liming and sun bathing*
;

A typical resort hotel on the Gap© is the Cape Codder

35»KIndian ;5umer Cays on the Cape Xcleal for Vaoations and
Tours'*, Jo a ton Sunday Horald. September 16,1950.
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Hotel In Fhlmoutb, Massachusetts.
from this hotel, t3xe

Prom literature received

following facte are taken.

gives Its guests "Pun In the sun".

Hie hotel

Vacationists have a

choice of swiimlng at the private beach with Its wgrai seventy'
two degree salt water and x^hite sandy beaches# or at the
luxurious pool#

In this pool frequent championship diving

and swimming exhibitions are staged# and top-flight swim¬
ming instruction la available for young and old#

Hear the

pool are located shufflehemrd and croquet courts# and buffet
meals are often served around the pool* Fishing and sail¬
ing parties are arranged so that the guests may ■more fully
enjoy the salt water haven*

The hotel makes use of two of

nature* a generous gifts—sun and salt water#
My conclusion Is# therefore# that many vacationists
*

look for and demand resort hotels that have facilities for
outdoor recreation#

On the Cape# along the beaches of

California# or south along the South Carolina seashore# the
demand is the same*

a© prevailing theme aa the writer toe

experience.! is: w$« want outdoor activities# we want nature
activities**#

the seashore has the natural resources# it

is up to the hotel to provide the activities*

ffh© people

who go to 'the beach for a vacation from the central portion
of our country or from the olyt want to know the natural and
human history of the seashore#

*Ihe wise hotel owner pro¬

s' means for his guests to pick up the lore of our const
line*

35

Country Recreational Resort Hotel
Many fine resort hotels are tucked away among the
numerous quiet lakes, age-old mountains, and green rolling
country-sides*

Here the high tension: nervousness brought

on by modern life is soothed by the rippling rythm of the
streams and lakes, by the quiet majesty of distant mountains,
and the endless rolling of the green pastures*

These gifts

of nature serve as a tonic for the human being and a
sustenance of the soul*
The distribution pattern for country recreational
resort hotels is an all-over pattern*

This type of hotel

has representatives from New York to California and from
Maine to Florida*

My conclusion from the literature

studied concerning these hotels show that no part of the
country lacks a country recreational resort hotel*
hake-side resort hotels rely on the water to attract
their vacationers*
water*

The resort life centers around the

Fishing is one of the first activities listed by

these hotels, yet they are not considered fishing lodges
as they have other planned activities*

Next are listed

water sports, which include canoeing and boating,
swimming, canoe tilting, log rolling, boat racing, and
such*
trails*

Next in line of activities is hiking on wooded
Nearly every resort has this item on its

entertainment schedule*

34

For example* of one hundred of the resort hotels in Main©
75 have hiking as a recreational activity.
outdoor dinners are frequently offered*
offerings are outdoor activities.

Picnics and

All these

Vacationists* therefore

look for and want natural history as part of their
vacation#

Natural history has been taken away from

them in the city* during their working houri now that they
have a chance to choose what to do with their leisure*
they may leave the city and look for a spot to seek a
certain communication with nature*
The Mrugged* mountains of New England !t yield to none
in their desirability11.
advertises this fact*

Literature, on Hew England constantly
Situated among

the mountains, in

valleys and ravines* mountain resorts ar© located in an
ideal spot of nature1s unspoiled beauty.
In Hew Hampshire* the White Mountains is an
unexcelled mountain resort.

The Ravine House* a Treadway

Inn, is located in the heart of the White Mountains* and
may be considered as a typical mountain resort hotel.
It is truly a center for mountain climbing and scenic
drives*

nProbably no house in the Whit© Mountains is

more favored with delightful walks and trails near at
hand**56

tJnter the Ravine Housed list of activities*

outdoor natural history plays the leading role*
MOrganized hikes* morntain climbs, and picnics are
arranged under capable leadership*Tl ^

36. Ravine House* Randolph* Hew Hampshire.
37. ibid*
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Swimming and fishing are two more outdoor activities that
are listed*

This resort hotel maintains an unusually fin©

flower garden and has been called r,the House with the wonder¬
ful flowers1**
Some other White Mountain resort hotels are as

follows?

Watervill© Inn, Whitney *a in Jackson, and Stonehurst*

All

lead their list of recreational facilities with mountain
trails, or well marked trails for excellent hiking*
Southern Hew England Is America* s most renowned and
oldest playground*

Hear the large centers of populations

and with an ideal climate, this area has many things to
make life enjoyable*

Also in Pennsylvania many large and

fashionable inns dot the country-side*

The outdoor theme

of recreation still and always will prevail*

The Inn,

Pike Country Lodge, and Hawthorn Inn all located in
Pennsylvania a$e country resort hotels*

The recreational

facilities include swimming pools, golf courses and tennis
courts, and miles of trails for hikers and horseback riders all sports to be enjoyed at one?s leisure*
3*he South Eastern section of our country from the
semi-tropics to mountain highlands presents many recreat¬
ional features for the vacationists*

Spanish architecture

and atmosphere characterize the hotelsalong with deep South
hospitality* In reviewing the literature the wx»lter finds
that fishing and hunting head the recreational activities*
Golf, tennis, and shuffleboard also rate high on the list of
leisure sports*
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The Great Smoky Mountains provide an entirely different
atmosphere and also new types of recreation#

Hiding along

woodland trails# and hiking build an appetite that can be
satisfied only by Southern cooking#
The comparatively new territory west of the Mississippi
is developing play areas at a fast tempo®

Dude ranches#

discussed later# have taken over the recreational needs of
much of the West#

Other resort hotels are being built on

lakes# mountains and rivers®

The recreational programs

of these new resort hotels parallel those of the Eastern
section of our country®

Golf# always a favorite sport#

provides much entertainment in the recreational programs®
Hiking# tours# nature trips along wilderness trails are
being introduced throughout the country®

But basically#

the recreational activities are closely related to just
plain nnature activities^®

Natural history provided rest

and relaxation for us# not only in country resort hotels#
but also in all other types of recreational resort hotels®
On the Eastern Shore of Maryland is situated a
beautiful new inn# The Tidewater Inn# with a specialty of
Southern hospitality®

Although a country resort hotel#

because of its location of the inn in a small town, it can
not offer the standard recreational and natural history
activities*

Knowing that this type of hotel caters to

those seeking the above mentioned activities# the manager
has developed substitutes#

Quoting from a letter to the

writer from the resident manager# John C* Wriston# wWe feel

37

it of sufficient importance to get our guests out into the
country that we are developing a half mile of sandy beach
on the Trad Avon at its mouth where it joins Chesapeake Bay
a 15 minute drive from the Xnn#ft

In the same letter, Mr#

rlston states that the inn has a walled-in garden
featuring unusual shrubs and trees and a large variety of
flowers#

He has provided substitutes for the natural

objects that we take for granted in every resort hotel, but
which the Tidewater Inn lacks#
Natural history substitutes do not stop here#

On the

front cover of the menus are beautiful wild fowl subjects
by ?fJaques"#

quoting again from the letter, "They have

been extremely popular and their distribution by our guests
has proven to be the finest advertising imaginable11 •

Here

again is evidence that natural history may play an important
part in the program of a country recreational resort hot el*
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Winter Resort Hotels

\

Two distinct Ideas are found In the literature
*

concerning winter sports*

One idea envisions a snow-

covered slope in Hew England with 3klers zig-zagging
through the freshly fallen snow#

This* surely, is a

winter sport, but what about swimming, golf and tennis?
In the south during the winter, an influx of "northerners”
fill the resort hotels#

Winter resorts hotels, then, must

be considered as being of two distinct classes-the
northern resort hotel and the southern resort hotel#
Looking first at the southern winter resort hotel,
the writer finds much similarity between it and the seashore
resort hotel already considered#
geographical#

The main difference is

The southern winter resort area has Its

northern limit In Virginia and extends south to the tip of
Florida#

The southern half of California is also a great

winter resort area#
Florida is the center of the southern winter resort
area#

Durirg the winter months vacation literature is full

of Florida vacation data#

Under a tropical sun, white

beaches and green waters lure thousands of sun and surf
bathers#

The gentle Trade Winds from the Atlantic Ocean and

the Caribbean Sea create a June season the year around#
Florida Is richly endowed by nature to gratify "man’s
social, cultural, and esthetic tastes"#
Natural Resources and tie

environment, sun and temper¬

ature, are the attractions that lure Northerners south in
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the winter*

When it is cold in the Horth, favorite

activities in Florida are swimming* golf, tennis, boating,
fishin0 and other outdoor sports*

Again the writer find3

that nature recreation is the key to the resort hotel
business*

Take away the outdoors, the natural surroundings,

and the resort business would be a failure*
Southern California resort hotels also have their
outdoor activities during the winter time* Their west view
6f the blue Pacific is broad and sweeping* Southern California
coastal region has an ideal vacation climate - the
Mediterranean climate « Advertisements in newspapers and
vacation literature stress motoring,
sailing, and golfing.

swimming, riding,

Fishing offers corbina and spotfln

croakers in the surf, halibut and bass off the piers, and
yellowtails, albacore, and tuna from the live-bait boat#*
Swimming, surf-boarding, and diving through the gentle
combers are major sports*

Collecting sea shells is a less

strenous sport that many enjoy for houBS on end*
Resort hotels in Florida and California are too
numerous to mention by name*

All have the same objective

in common - i*@* to entertain the guests in the outdoors*
The hotels provide a room for rest at night, and nature
does the rest*

Many resort hotel owners do not realize that

their guests are nature-*seekers*

The hotelowner’s efforts

should be to help and not hinder the whims of his guests*
Therefore,

th«s e who provide a ”nature-program” find their

guest happy and contented*
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flow let us look over winter resort hotels in the
Nwrth#

“Snow and ice sports are the most exhilarating of

all outdoor activities11

It is exhilarating just to stand

and gaze out over mountains softened by their mantle of
dazzlli^ crystal white snow against a background of dark
rich green pines#
Back In 1872, the Nansen Ski Club was formed at Berlin,
New Hampshire#

This was the spark that was to set off a

rapid conflagration of winter sports in the North#

In 1909,

Frea Harris of Brattleboro, Vermont, founded the famous
Dartmouth Gutlig

Club of Hanover# Skiing was on Its way to

become a “Major peg on which New Snglandfs winter resort
bus ire ss is hur^.”39

At this time the skiers were primarily

cross-country tourers and jumpers#
The Appalachian Mountain Club*a winter snowshoe tours
fco Jackson, New Hampshire, and their camp at Pinkham Notch
did much to fan the flames of th©vse new winter sports.
year 1929 brought more fuel for the fast growing

The

fire#

Pecketts-on-Sugar Hill at Franconia, New Hampshire,
impcr ted the first European ski professional. Sir Buchmyr#
In 1931, The Boston and Maine Railroad ran the first
snow train In the country to Warner, New Hampshire*

It

carried only 197 persons - mostly snowsheers, but the fire
was now out of control#

Nothing could stop the winter sports

fad#

58# California State Chan bar cf Commerce, California Venter
Sports Guide, 1950-1951, ?#4#
39. Henry Moose, “New England1s Lustiest New Resort Industry
growing fast”, Boston Sunday Herald, January 14, 1951#
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Two year later Robert Royce of the White Cupboard
Inn, opened the first ski tow in the country at Wood stock,
Vermont#

Here was established the first ski resort hotel#

Prom the literature, the writer finds that11 New
England is the Most compact, highly-developed and richlyrewarding snow vacation land in the country#

Whatever

your winter recreational irt ©rests-ski i&g, skating,

snow-

shoeing, tobogganing, or just breathing in a crisp aromatic
atmosphere - New England can always be counted on for the
practically perfect answer#!,/ir0*

The White Mountains of

Hew Hampshire, the Green Mountains of Vermort , and the
Berkshire® of Massachusetts offer excellent sport
facilities for winter sport enthusiasts#
Heading the list of winter sports is, of course,
skiing#

Jumping, cross-country,

between flags cr

slalom,(racing course

gates), and ski—joring (being pulled by

horse or car) are all ski activities#

Skating is the second

winter sport, both hockey and foany skating#

Skating rinks

that are floodlighted for the benefit of skaters who ski
during the daylight hours are provided by some h&els or by
the country towns#

Snowshoeing, tobogganing, and outdoor

picnicking are a few of the winter sports that can be
enjoyed in the North#

Pishing through the ice for smelt,

perch, pike, and pickeral is as exciting as skiing to some#

40# The New Engla nd Council, The Skier1 s Guide to New
England, Boston, Mass#,

(1948-1949) 1#
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Hotels do not usually offer all the above outdoor sports*
The resort hotels have been built around natural winter
sport facilities and these areas have been termed resorts*
In Hew Hampshire some of the leading resort areas are at
Gannon Mountain, Belknap Recreation Area, Thorn Mountain,
Orarnnore Mountain, and Pinkham Hotel*

The facilities are

developed and used by all in the area*
The western section of the country only recently has
developed winter sport resort areas® In California this new
trend started in 1945 and now (1950-1951)

snow ap<r ta

investments are more than one million dollars*

Mt# Shasta

Area, U® S* Highway 40 Area in the northern section. Mount
San Anionia-Mount Baldy Area, Lake Arrcr head, Snem Valley
Area in the southern section and Amador Court y, and
Yes emits national Bark in the central section of California
are large resort areas that have been recently developed
for winter sports*
Other states that have natural resources and facilities,
for winter sports include Washington, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, and Oregon*

The northern central states

have no high elevations for ski activities*
As with the Southern winter resort hotels, the Northern
hotel relies on the outdoors to provide entertainment for
its guests*

Nature again, in another set of clothes,

steps in to provide rest, relaxation, and exhilaration for
the vacatIon-seekers*
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Hunting and Piahlng Lodgea
Hunting and fishing lodges ar© seasonal hotels#

They

cater to sportsmen who have the urge to return to the woods
to pit their skill against nature* 3#

Hunting and fishing,

to some, ar© a cure for fatigued nerves and tired bodies
just as much as golf, horseback riding, and swimming are
to others#

it may be the change in the environment which

gives both mind and body a lift, the sharp change from
'hustle and bustle of a noisy city to the cool, clean
quietness of the woods.
Sportsmen* s lodges range from Mail©
from Mew York to California#

to Florida and

Each state has its share

of vacation ldges for sportsmen*

The writer was unable to

find a state in which a hunting or fishing lodge was not
advertised*

Some of the hotels are fish and wildlife clubs,

some are swank resort-hotels, some are located in the deep
woods,

some are Id at© in rural communities, but they all

have in common the spirit and atmosphere that can only be
explained by man?s primitive urge to hunt and fish#
By examining advert!sements in newspapers, magazine s,
and private literature,

the writer found that although

sportsmen*s lodges are found throughout the United States,
they have a distinct distributional pattern#

The concen¬

tration of the hunting and fishing resort areas extends
from M'aiflB

down the Allegheny Mountains to Florida#

The

north-western section of the court ry is another resort area#
Oregon and Washington form the important states in this region*

FIG.
6 DISTRIBUTION' PATTERN
OF I TOTTING AND FISi TNG LODGES
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In the north-cdntral section around the Great Lakes,
Wisconsin and Minnesota are Important as a resort area*
By checking with the hunting and fishing regulations
of each state the writer deduced the following facts:
Spring Is the optimum season for the fishermen*

From

March to late summer, the season Is open lb r fresh water
fishing.

The season for salt water fishing is throughout

the year, but spring and summer ar© more apt to lure the
fishermen to the salt water and the challenge of the
largest fish*
fall*

The height of the hunting season Is in the

From September through December,

sportsmen in flam¬

ing red jackets follow game trails and try to outwit the
birds and four footed animals of the forest and field*
Each state has varying open seasons and the

regulations

should be checked carefully#
The largest fish, and the fish with the most fight,
are found in the salt water of our coasts*

For those who

accept this challenge there are many fine resort hotels
along th»

coasts that will advise and help plan for the

type of fishing the vacationer wanta*

There hre three

centers for salt water f isnlrg «

Maine Offers fine fishing

among her many Inlets and bays*

A fine booklet is published

by the Maine

Development Commission entitled nMaIx&© Sail t

Water Spcr ts FishiJg %

Florida waters attract many

fishermen during the summer and winter*

Popularity is due

mainly to the vacationist who is seeking the tropical
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warmth of Florida in the winter*

The southern part of

California around Los Angeles and San Diego provide the
West Coast with many fishing resort areas and hotels#
The writer has personally seen the private and commercial
fishing fleets of this area*
gome of these hotels have regular scheduled
activities such as fishing parties and guided trlp3, others
ere located near centers where these activities can be
participated in without help*

Salt water fishing can be

divided into three types of fishing®
Surf fishing from sandy beaches and rock points provides
an exciting sport*

The fish are caught as they come in

close fco the beach seeking food*

On the Bast Coast

striped bass is predominately caught by this method* On
the West Coast corvina and croaker give the

fishermen a

good fight*
Deep sea fishing from open boats brings up bottom fish to
the surface and provides many a thrill®

Cod, halibut,

haddock, sea bass, rock bass, and grouper are fine
eating fish brought up from the bottom# »
Bay fishing is accomplished by trolling or by pier fishing.
■*» f

Mackerel, pollack, striped bass, tuna, marlin, barracuda,
and bonito are the mein siirface fish caught in this manner*41

41* San Diego - California Club, A Guide To Ocean FI shim
in San Diego County, San Diego, California*
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Inland from the coasts many excellent resort hotels
are to be found along clear, cold, mountain streams, and
spring-fed lakes#

Many of these resort lodges provide both

hunting and fishing#

The writer found fishing magazines

to be very helpful in providing an all over picture of
inland fishing#
Nature has supplied wildlife for these Iddges#
Actually, the livelihood of these resort hotels is
dependent upon nature#

Black and brown bears, elk, moose,

sheep, mule deer, antelope for hunting, and rainbow trout,
eastern brook trout, native cut-throat for fishing are all
advertised by a reaortlodge in Jackson, Wyoming#

In

Tennessee, another resort hotel advertises only fishing*
large and small mouth bass, Kentucky striped bass, crappie,
pike, and sauger#
Instead of the usual sport activities such as golf
and tennis, hiking, and picnicking, hunting and fishing
lodges offer a particular brand of attraction such as
boats , live bait, motors,
native guides#

tackle, hunting dogs, and

Native guides and Indian guides rep3s.ce

the recreation director of the other types of resort
hotels#

They are really naturalists and they know human

nature as well as natural history#

A trip with a guide is

an experience in natural history that will never be
foregotten#
From the statistics obtained from advertisements in
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the ”V*here-to-C>G-Sectionn of Field and Stream Magazine ,
Ncv ember, I960,
follow ing graph#

the writer has drawn material for the
This is just a sampling of hunting and

fishing lodges, but the nineteen lodges in Florida provide
a ^ood representation of this type*

The writer realizes

that all hotels do not advertise, and those that do
advertise usually do not give a true picture of their
facilities and activities,

since many hotels and lodges

overestimate, while some underestimate their recreational
facilities and activities#
From their information the following conclusions can
be drawn.

(1) All nineteen lodges offer fishing either in

the far m of fresh water or salt water variety# (2) No lodge
offers only salt water fishing, while (3)

six lodges offer

freshnand salt water fishing* (4) Eleven lodges offer
fresh water fishing only (S7>).

(5) Fishing is the

dominant activity, hunting being offered by only twentyfive percent of the lodges*

(6) Shuffleboard, golf, and

other spOfrts considered under country recreational resort
hotels are not important in the recreational program of
flshin0 and hunting lodges#
As is stated in a Vermont hunting and fishing folders
!fF<r tunate indeed is he who has unlimited time to spend in
the woods or in his favorite stream of lake#11 ^

42# Fish and dame Service, Vermont Fhshlqg and Hunting, Vermont
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With many resort hotels throughout our country there is no
reason why almost all people can not bo **fortunate indeed1'*
During the hunting season nature is at her best, a season
of cool comfortable days, and of nights by an open fire*
The conclusions that were drawn from the literature on
hunting and fishing ledges follows very closely that which
has been stressed throughout the preceding types of hotels;
that is, natural history is the basis of hotel popularity*
Hunting and fishing lodges can not manage without the help
of natural resources*

To make the best use of what nature

has provided should be the goal of every hotel of loirlge
manager*

43* Maine Development Commission, Maine Hunting, Augusta,
Maine*
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Summary
The following are conclusions that can be clrav/n
from this chapter:

(1) Nature usually under some other

name leads the list of recreational attractions and
activities in resort hotels,

(2) Nature is hardly ever

mentioned by name in the literature concerning resort
hotels,

(5)

Nature is not utilized to its fullest exent

by hotel managements*
hesort hotels are dependent upon local natural
history for much in their recreational program*
The ability of the hotel managemant to utilize the
natural history of the area will to a great extent
influence the popularity of the hotel*

Hotel managers

Jsdi

w

should)(1) become aware of their natural resources,
(2) advertise more completely the natural resources that
the purchasing public is seeking*

9
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.^trodtoatlon. and Hiatoyy of the nature Heoreatlgnal Program
As has been pointed out in the preceding section,
nature is definitely a necessary attribute of resort hotels*
The Morthfield Hotel is no exception*
Worthfteld with serene beauty*

"Mature endowed

The rolling wooded hillsides

of the Connecticut Elver valley and the congenial climate
to make this area a year-round paradise for vacation seek1

era"*

. ...

*. -

The hotel was opened in 1888 by Plight L* Moody, the
famous evangelist, as a place in which to entertain friends
2
of the Morthfleld Schools*
The natural beauty of the
•

’

‘

countryside was taken for granted, the main interests were
the schools (The Worth field School for Girls and Mount Herman
*

School for Boys} and their rellgous conferences*

With the

mm® high ideals and aims, the hotel now hs.s become one
of Hew England’s famous resort hotels, catering to friends
of the schools and also to the vacation-minded*
Recreational facilities for the guests of the hotel

were soon built in the natural surroundings of the hotel.

l*The Horthfiold Schools, The Horthfield and Chateau. 1949*
2 .The Northfield Schools. The Horthfiold and Chateau. 1950.
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but it was not until the 1920*# that much thought was
given to the entertainment and educational values,of nature#
*

»■

■

<

*

Mr*«l*B*B©ug&rdus# a long time guest at the hotel# expressed
an interest in the natural history in the area surrounding
the hotel#

He set out alone to mark a trail that he could

enjoy with his friends#

fhe trail# now called the Orange

Dot frail# winds northward from the hotel to the Mmt
Hampshire state line#

along this trail# he found a large

white birch# six -feat in diameter# which he made famous as
the largest birch in toa world*

Unfortunately# this tree

was blown over in the 1936 hurricane#

In the fireplace of

the lobby of the hotel# is another example of his hand!work***the andirons which he fashioned from railroad tracks*
The idea for these andirons cama from those that he had
scon at fheodore Hoosevelt* s camp in Oyster Bay*
At the same time Mr* Bougardus was working on the
Orange Dot frail# a small boy was studying birds at the
,

- •

(kt

'

•

Boston Public darden*

.

•

•>

Ten years later# in 1936# this boy#
*

Maurice Braun, came to ;Phe Borthfleld Hotel aa naturalist*
Maurice# with his wife Arm# spent four summers at the
hotel as naturalist for the freadway Inna#
Maurice developed a program to bring the guests to
nature and nature to toe guests*

In the springs of 1936

and 1937# he biased two trails leading from the hotel
through toe surrounding woods*

He thus opened another way
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snr

Summex, Sfixiny and 0?cUl
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Shuffleboard, Croquet, Swimming
Archery, Hiking, Picnics, Cook-outs
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The Northfield, owned and
operated by the Northfield
Schools, was opened in 1888
with|39^bedrooms and 60 acres of land. Founded by Dwight L.
Moody as a place to entertain friends of the Northfield Schools,
persons attending the summer religious conferences, and guests looking
for rest and relaxation, it has grown to an estate of 250 acres and 180
guest rooms including the chateau (summer annex). It was first
operated as a summer hotel, housing a Bible School September to May,
but is now a popular resort open the year around.
All seasonal sports, except golf, and special entertainment are open
to guests without charge. In addition to the nine hole golf course
surrounding the hotel, clock golf, badminton, tennis, shuffleboard,
archery, hiking, bicycling, croquet and swimming in the natural pool
are enjoyed in spring, summer and fall. In winter a 700 ft. toboggan
slide starts at the front door and ends at the flood-lighted skating
pond where music is provided for the skaters. The wooded and open
slopes in and around the golf course provide excellent snowshoeing and
skiing. Excellent ski tows are near by. During all seasons of the year
campfire cookouts are popular with young and old.
The Northfield maintains its own garage with storage space for
forty cars, competent mechanics, and cars and chauffeurs for country¬
side trips or shopping tours to nearby Greenfield and Brattleboro.
The Northfield, now managed by A. Gordon Moody, grand nephew
of the founder, cherishes the aims of the evangelist and its guests find
rest and re-creation in wholesome living and recreation.
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The Northfield Schools, Northfield
School for Girls and Mount Hermon
School for Boys, were founded by
Dwight L. Moody in the years of 1879
and 1881 respectively. Mr. Moody’s
purpose in founding the Schools was
threefold: To teach young persons, of earnest purpose, to use hands
as well as heads, to have them become so familiar with the English
Bible that they would know it as a living document, and to make the
cost low enough so that all worth-while young people, regardless of
financial status, could have the advantage of college preparatory
education.
The Girls School, located in East Northfield, has a campus of 200
acres and 75 buildings, with an average enrollment of 500. In addi¬
tion to a formal education, all students participate in a cooperative
housekeeping plan, doing the cooking and housework themselves.
The Boys School is located at Mount Hermon about four miles
from the hotel. It owns some 1300 acres and there are 80 buildings
with an average enrollment of 500. In addition to a full acedemic
course of study and a full athletic program, students work on the
school farm, in the shops, laundry, kitchen and dining hall.

(fyateau
The chateau was built by
Robert Francis Schell in 1901
and 1902 for his summer
home. Mr. Schell, son of a wealthy Dutch diamond merchant, met
Mr. Moody in New York and became interested in his work. After
spending several seasons in Northfield, he purchased land adjacent
to the hotel property and hired Bruce Price to draw plans for a summer
residence. Mr. Price (father of Emily Post) was a well-known archi¬
tect of that period and had designed such buildings as the Chateau
Frontenac and George Gould’s “Biltmore”, Asheville, North Carolina.
Two years were spent in planning the building which has six floors,
ninety-nine rooms, thirty-six bedrooms, twenty-four baths and twentyone fireplaces. Some of the most interesting features are the private
chapel, brocade walls, circular dining room with opposite mirrors
reflecting endlessly, and the ramp extending from the main floor one
flight up. The crowning feature of the building is a double inter¬
winding circular staircase rising two flights. The original cost of the
building, unknown, is estimated at $2,000,000.
The Schells lived in their chateau from 1903 until Mr. Schell’s death
in 1928. The property was purchased by the Hotel in 1930 for
$34,000. It has served as a summer annex and as a convenient place
for holiday recreation and conferences.
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The Town of Northfield, originally
named
“Squakheag” meaning
“spearing place for salmon” was
purchased from the Indians in 1671.
It was first settled in 1673, was twice
wiped out by the Indians and settlers retreated to Northampton;
final settlement came in 1714.
Northfield was originally destined to become the crossroads of
central New England, being the terminus for the east-west stage from
Boston to Albany, and the Connecticut River stage north and south,
but the construction of the main turnpike on the west bank of the
river through Greenfield changed its destiny. Deprived of the oppor¬
tunity for commercial expansion unprodded by a sudden access of alien
population, its pioneering spirit still in the ascendancy, Northfield con¬
tinued to exploit its natural resources and to cultivate its fertile
meadows; it became increasingly self-sufficient and attained a fair
degree of prosperity.
In 1875 Dwight L. Moody, a native son, returned home from his
evangelistic triumphs in the United Kingdom; in 1879 he founded the
Northfield Seminary (now Northfield School for Girls) and two years
later Mount Hermon School for Boys. In 1880 he started the sum¬
mer religious conferences. Thus this dignified town, with its stately
colonial houses and elm-shaded streets, became a religious, cultural
and educational center in western Massachusetts.
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for the nature seeker to get in closer touch with the
serenity of natural history*

Out on the trails# he always

had his camera ready for interesting shots of nature pheno¬
mena*

He is an excellent photographer, and presented many

of his movies and slides to the guests at the hotel®

Thus

began the program of bringing into the hotel glimpses of
the outdoors for the benefit of those interested*
Some of the handiwork of Maurice and his wife is
still evident on the sun porch of the hotel in the form of
a display of cloud formation paintings®

Maurice also fash-

■<

ioaed a nature game played by placing pointers on a picture
of a bird or flow hr and the corresponding name, with, the
right combination, a light flashes on*

Maurice’s influence

left its mark on the hotel and on the guests*

Many of

the older guests vividly remember him and his work In
natural history*
Hature in the form of recreation, something new
in hotel recreation, thus became an Importaht part in the
entertainment of the guests at the hotel*

It was logical

to seek another naturalist to replace Maurice Braun when he
left for a permanent position elsewhere in 1959*
&

Bob Cole,

graduate of the 'University of Massachusetts, was per¬

manently employed in the fall of 1939 to carry on and onlarge the nature program.

Bob was very popular with the

guests; his miniature :suaple sugar camp in the lobby, his

FIG. 12
wDOIN*S*? 'ACTTVIY:Bgg
AT THE HOHTHFIELD HOTEL

clock golf.
8:30pm Chateau Movie - "Start Cheering" with Jimmy Durante and Louis Prima
TUESDAY, July 25, 1950
Today is Northfield Day at The Cathedral of the Pines. A sight to be
remembered. You may go by a bus leaving the Hotel at 1:00pm for $1*50
per person. Sign Now,
9:30am The Jewel T rail Hike with Phil to
you the interesting facts
about the trail.
8:00pm In the card room, a Bridge and Canasta party. Entry fee 25
8:30pm A program of Concert Music.
WEDNESDAY, July 26, 1950
4:00pm Tea Time in the Parlor.
8:15pm Music by the Trio - Samson and Delila.
9:15pm Films on Forest Fire Prevention, in the parlor.
Play at Brattleboro Theater for this week: M3ee How They Run" by
Ph ilip King. Reservations made at desk. Transportation upon request.
*

THURSDAY, July 27, 1950
10:00am Orange -Dot Trail hike with Phil as your guide.
6:00pm Your campfire cook-out off ofnthe 4th Fairway.
8:30pm Music in the Parlor by the Trio.
FRIDAY, July 28, 1950
4:00pm Refreshing tea served by the hostess.
7:30pm The Trio with music for you.
8-11pm MASQUERADE PARTY AT THE CHATEAU. Prize for the most original
couple- Prize for the most original individual - Round and Square
Dancing - Refreshments.
SATURDAY*, July 29, 1950
All Tennis Day - Exhibition finals of the Employees* Tennis Tournament,
7:00pm Putting Tournament. Show your skill.
8:30pm Saturday Evening Concert. Virginia Raymond, soloist.
SUNDAY, July 30, 1950
10:30a Catholic Services in St. Patricks.
11:00a Protestant Services in the Auditorium. Dr. Halford E. Lucock,
Speaker from Yale University Divinity School,
1:30p Sunday afternoon parlor music,
8:30p Concert followed by a hymn sing at 9:10p.
DAILY:

Gift Shop - Let Miss Me Ho show you the complete line of imported
pottery.
Garage - Let us Mirror-Glaze your car while you vacation. See Mr.
Campbell at the garage or inquire from the desk clerk.

Activities
at The Northfield
July 24 ~ July 30

There are many sports ready for your enjoyment - croquet, badminton, &
clock golf.
8:30pm Chateau Movie - nStart Cheering” with Jimmy Durante and Louis Prima
TUESDAY, July 25, 1950
Today is Northfield Day at The Cathedral of the Pines. A sight to be
remembered. You may go by a bus leaving the Hotel at 1:00pm for $1.50
per person. Sign Nov/.
9:30am The Jewel T rail Hike with Phil to gdve you the interesting facts
about the trail.
8:0Qpra In the card room, a Bridge and Canasta party. Entry fee 25
8:30pm A program of Concert Music.
WEDNESDAY, July 26, 1950
4:00pm Tea Time in the Parlor.
8:15pm Music by the Trio - Samson and Delila.
9:15pm Films on Forest Fire Prevention, in the parlor.
Play at Brattleboro Theater for this week:
"See How They Run” by
Ph ilip King. Reservations made at desk. Transportation upon request.
THURSDAY, July 27, 1950
10:00am Orange -Dot Trail hike with Phil as your guide.
6:00pm Your campfire coo&-out off ofnthe 4th Fairway.
8:30pm Music in the Parlor by the Trio,
FRIDAY, July 28, 1950
4:00pm Refreshing tea served by the hostess.
7:30pm The Trio with music for you.
8—11pm MASQUERADE PARTY AT THE CHATEAU. Prize for the most original
couple- Prize for the most original individual - Round and Square
Dancing - Refreshments,
SATURDAY, July 29, 1950
All Tennis Day — Exhibition finals of the Employees? Tennis Tournament.
7:00pm Putting Tournament. Show your skill,
8:30pm Saturday Evening Concert. Virginia Raymond, soloist.
SUNDAY, July 30, 1950
10:30a Catholic Services in St. Patricks.
H:00a Protestant Services in the Auditorium. Dr. Halford E. Lucock,
Speaker from Yale University Divinity School,
l:30p Sunday afternoon parlor music.
8:30p Concert followed by a hymn sing at 9:10p.
UaILY:

Gift Shop - Let Miss Mello show you the complete line of imported
pottery.
Garage - Let us Mirror-Glaze your car while you vacation. See Mr.
Campbell at the garage or inquire from the desk clerk.

Activities
at The Northfield
July 31 - Aug. 6

MONDAY, July 31, 1950
Find a friend and then Begin-a game of croquet together.
8:30pm Chateau Movie. ’’Five Little Peppers and How They Grew”, with
Edith Fellows.
TUESDAY, AUgust 1, 1950
Shuffleboard is a health sport, out-of-doors wi th plenty of sunlight.
9:30am Jewel Trail Rendezvous- Meet in the lobby ^vith Phil Ross.
8:00pm Card Party - Bridge and Canasta - Prizes - Entry Fee $.25
8:30pm An evening of light music.
WEDNESDAY, August 2, 1950
4:00pm Refreshing tea in the parlor.
8:15pm String Trio playing ’’Thais”.
9:15pm ’’Maple Syrup Production in the Berkshires.” A documentary film
as explained by Phil Ross,
Brattleboro Theater - Program as Posted, Reservations made at desk.
THURSDAY, August 3, 1950
10:00am Nature around The Northfield by Phil Ross.
6:00pm Your campfire cook-out with all you want to eat of the outdoor
cooked food.
8;30pm Music from the Trio.
FRIDAY, August 4, 1950
4:00pm Tea in the Parlor, as you like it,
7:00pm Putting Tournament (3Prizes)
8:30pm The String Trio - Virginia Raymond, Soloist,
SATURDAY, AUgust 5, 1950
Try son© tennis for an afternoon of fun.
8:30pm Evening Concert,
SUNDAY, August 6, 1950
8:30am Catholic Services in St. Patricks.
11:00am Protestant Services in the Auditorium - Dr, Albert S. Butzer,
Westminister Presbyterian Church, Buffalo, New York.
1:30pm Sunday Music.
8:30pm Concert and at 9:10 a Hymn Sing.

DAILY: Gift Shop - See how well the gift shop is supplied with gifts for every
occasion.
Drives- Plan a drive in the country with a chauffeur from, our Transfer
service. Inquire at desk.
Swimming - Life guard at pool from 2 to 5pm daily.
Garage - Competent and experienced mechanics to service and repair your
car in preparation for that return trip.
CONFERENCES:

The Northfield General Conference July 29th - August 7, 1950
Round Top Services evenings at 7:00,

Activities
at The Northfield
. Aug, 21 - Aug. 27

SUNDAY, August 21, 1950
8:30pm Chateau bio vie - Carolina Blues, with Kay Kyser and Ann biller.
For fun and relaxation, try a game of Croquet.
TUESDAY, August 22, 1950
9:30am Phil’s walk over the Jewel Trail,,
8:00pm Card Kite — Bridge or Canasta — Entry fee 25£. Please sign at desk
Tuesday morning.
8:30pm String Trio Program.
With a cue and a disc, you can!t miss in a game of shuffleboard.
At A:00pm
Dr. Zak, Chiropodist, Will take appointments. See Desk Clerk.
WEDNESDAY, August 23, 1950
A:00pm Iced tea or hot tea, whichever will agree. Served by the Hostess
in the Parlor.
8:15pm Concert Music by the Trio. Program - II’fravadore.
9:15pm Topic for the evening, ”Your Problem and Mine11 as presented by
Phil Ross. Also Films.
Brattleboro Summer Theater - ’‘The Respoctful Prostitute” and ’’Fumed Oak”.
Reservations for tickets and transportation made at desk.
THURSDAY, August 2A, 1950
9:30am Walk and Talk over the Orange-Dot Trail with Phil Ross.
6:00pm Campfire Cook-out. Lot’s to eat.
8:30pm Trio Concert.
FRIDAY, August 25, 1950
A:0Cpm An inviting cup of tea for ye’
7:00pm Putting around the green - Tournament. - Prizes.
8:30pm Trio Music in the Parlor.
SATURDAY, August 26, 1950
With two courts at their best, this is no time to rest,
of Tennis.
8:30pm Saturday evening concert music.
9:00pm Refreshments s erv ed.

Have a little game

SUNDAY, August 27, 1950
10:3Cam Catholic Service at St. Patricks
11:00am Protestant Sorvice at the Village Church, Rev. H . Paul Guhsu.
DAILY: Drives - A chauffeur service for any short or long trip that you wish
to tak^. An excellent wc-y of seeing the contry-side.
Garage - Car storage, minor and major repairs, and auto supplies for all
cars.
Gift Shop - Have you seen the side* variety of cloth anti leather bags
Ask Miss mello to show them to you. Located just off the west parlor."

Activities
at The Northfield
Aug. 28 - Sept. 1

8:30pm

Chateau Kovie^’Rainbow on the River” with Bobby Breen, also ’’Loose
Nut”- cartoon.
Two croquet courts are awaiting your sport.
TUESDAY, August 29, 1950
9:30am Walk the trails with Phil Ross.
8:00pm Bridge and Canasta Mite - Prize for each table - Please register at
Desk. - Entry fee 25$ - Designate table preference.
8:30pm Music Excerpts by the Trie.
Northfield Informal summer Flower Exhibit. (2 - 8pm) See Bulletin Board.
You won’t loose your aim if you keep playing that shuffleboard game.
WEDNESDAY,
4:00pm
8:15pm
9:15pm

August 30, 1950 ».
Afternoon Tea in the Parlor.
Program of Music. Lohengrin from R. Wagner’s Opera.
Phil Ross Presents Donald Loos, Lecturer on U.S. Travels.

TH URSDAY,
9:30am
6:00pm
8:30pm

August 31, 1950
Walk the Trails vdth Phil Ross*
Campfire Cook-Out vdth food and fun.
Trio program of fine music.

FRIDAY, September 1, 1950
4:00pm. Tea in the Parlors.
8: 3Op String Trio Program
8:30 - 11:30pm THE DANCE OF THE YEAR.
Dick Perry’s Orchestra - Refreshments
Dancing from 8:30pm to 11:30pm. Dress Optional.
SATURDAY, September 2, 1950
7:00pm Putting Tournament. Prizes.
8:30pm Saturday Evening Concert.
9:00pm Punch is served.
SUNDAY, September 3, 1950
8k30pm Catholic Services at St. Patricks.
11:00pm Protestant Service at the Village Church - Rev, Phillip Ward,
8:30pn Evening Concert
9:10pm Hymn Sing
DAILY: Drives- The desk will be pleased to arrange a car with a courteous
Chauffeur
Garage- Complete service. Experienced mechanics. Fire-proof car
Storage. Auto Supplies. Car Wash and Mirror Glaze.
See Mr. Campbell or
let the desk make arrangements.
Gift Shop- Note the display of hand-woven imported baskets.
Golf- Matches and golf lessons arranged by A1 Raymond, Golf Pro.
Swimming- Pool open daily vdth life guard from 2 to 5 pm. Located at
foot of hill below Chateau.

EARLY FALL - VESKLY PROGRAM:
Monday Evening
Tuesday or Saturday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Firestone and Telephone Hours
Campfire Cookout
Bridge and Canasta Parties
Movies
Special Music Program and Refreshments
Music and Hymn Sing

Putting Tournaments Planned Meekly
Sports Facilities: Golf, Clock Golf, Shuffleboard, Tennis,
Badminton and Croquet
SEPTEMBER 1-4 - LABOR DAY WEEK END:
Kicker*s Handicap Tournament - Exhibition Golf Match - Putting Tournament
Special Music - Chateau Ball
SEPTEMBER 11
SEPTEMBER 13
SEPTEMBER 23 -

Opening of the Northfield School for Girls
Opening of Mount Hermon School for Boys
OCTOBER 23 “ Autumn Colors Parade

OCTOBER 8-15 *“ COLUMBUS DAY WEEK
Scotch Foursome - Golf' Tournament - Putting Tournament
Card Party - Campfire Cookout - Columbus Day Dinner Special Music

- Parlor Party
Movies

OCTOBER 21 - NORTHFIELD HOTEL MOUNTAIN DAY
Cookout with Delicious View amidst the height of Autumn colors
OCTOBER 28 -

HALLOWE'EN PARTY
Round and Square Dancing - Costumes - Stunts - Fall Refreshments

COMING IN NOVEMBER:

GARAGE:

Armistice Day Week End - Old Timers’ Husking Bee
Gala Thanksgiving Week end

Expert mechanical service — Washing and Mirror Glazing;
Auto Supplies; Storage
THE TRANSFER: Comfortable cars with courteous, informed
chauffeurs for country drives or taxi service

GIFT SHOP:

Unusual gifts for all occasions

all
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geological rook pile at the entrance to-the nature trail, and
Ms nature walks are clearly remembered by the guests who
still talk about him#
The untimely passing of Bob Cole, when his fighter
plane crashed during the war# out abort a successful four
years of nature guiding#

Bis death was'a terrible shock

to the lorthfiald personnel*

The nature program at the

i

hotel was put aside during the war years, and it was not .
until nine years after the death of Bob Cole# 1949# that
the hotel employed the writer as naturalist for the summer
months#

During the neat two summers# I developed m nature

program which was warmly received at the hotel#

% obser¬

vations and notes with a rather detailed discussion of the
1950 summer recreational program will now be considered#
Recreational Troveram of 1950#
,Duping the summer, of 1950 u program of recreational
activities was prepared by the staff of the hotel for the
guests and listed weekly on a sheet called "Doin’ sf?#

With

these sheets# the guesta were reminded of the entertainment
that they could enjoy#

The hotel held a policy of never

forcing a guest into recreation or any sort of entertain¬
ment#

The flsport8etorlan facilities were always present

for the use of the guests at their own leisure#
"The forthfleld has taken advantage of the natural
playground by providing facilities for a wide natural play-

Fig* IO

The Swimming Pool

m

ground by providing facilities for a wid® variety of out**
door recreation*'**
Sueats ara

Um activities th9t the hotel offer® its
a,© follows s golf, clock golf, badminton,

tennis, ahuffleboard, croquet, swimming, archery, hiking,
nature trips, picnics, oookouts, lawn bottling, and sun
bathing*

All of these siotlvities are dependent upon %he

natural surrounding© of the hotel and are to the writer#
to be considered part of a nature program*

From a glance

at the ,J$oin*s% sheet, the activities fall readily into
their place© in the weekly vacation program*,
My duties consisted primarily of programming and
directing outdoor activities*

Overseeing the regular sports

such as golf, tennis, and badminton was only part of my
schedule*

My afternoon© were fully occupied as life gut&rd

at the swimming pool*

As naturalist,. I was responsible for

developing and conducting a nature program*

At all times,

I acted as a host for the hotel catering to the wishes of the
guests to make their stay more pleasant*
f£he sport© are typical of the country recreational
resort hotel, and they provide the necessary recreation for
tlie guests©

Golf is one of the major recreational sports

at The Horthfield*

The golf course is a sporty nine-hol©

affair located next to the hotel*
' WWI—w

■»l, <l"l‘""'1

1

'

— —I I-

.......

The fairways are broad
-—

nr 1-r-n-vnir-m

T--

,

,

3•The Horthfleld Schools, T£e Mopthflald and Chateau, 1980.

Pig. H

The Horthfield Golf Course
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groan lawns framed by tall trees that lend a spirit of cool
softness whan viewed from the hotel*

The green grass of the

fairways and the hills that surround the course form a
beautiful setting for golf enthusiasts#
Two tennis courts located near the west end of the hotel
#

can be enjoyed by those playing and by those watching from
the porch#

Archery* badminton# croquet# and shufflaboard
i

are all located on the spacious lawns of the hotel and are
nearly in constant use*
The swimming pool 1b always popular during the summer
months*

.It was

fashioned from a brook that ran through

the hotel property*

A dam holds' the water to a constant

level to permit diving from a raft in the' middle of the
pool*

Imported sand along the banks# and a small dressing

house add all the comforts of a large swimming area*

The

water# crystal clear and cool# is fed from springs just
above the pool#

The writer took over the duties of life

guard every afternoon at the pool and was able to help those
in need of swimming Instruction#

This Ideal spot attracted

many non^swimmers and older people who enjoyed its cool
appear&no© on a warm gumswfs day*
Hature hecreetloaal Program
Above and beyond the typical recreational spox*ts# the
Sorthfleld Hotel offers a new type of recreation*

Although

golf and tennis and swiumlng in a natural environment may

I
/

\

■

Fig. ^

Th© Tennis Courts
,
.

,

'

'•

r

'i
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be part of a nature program* they can not compare to
actual nature study#

Mature study in the form of recreation

has made the Morthfleld Hotel stand out and above other
country recreational resort hotels#

The following ia an

account of the nature program as X act it up for the summer
of 1950#
The nature trails provided a source of on-the**-spot
nature#

Here a* pleasant w&L),k can be enjoyed, or nature can

be studied as a science#

The three nature trails were an

important part of the summer1 s recreational program#
fh© trails are not the kind that have been made by
cutting down trees and paving the path with stone $ they are
not oven wid© paths# but mere winding trails with here and
there unheeded ferns growing in over the path#

A few step¬

ping stones have been placed where tiny broo]m cross the
trail#
bridges*

The larger streams may be crossed on rustic wooden
Along the path# small signs give information that

is educational and Informative*

For instance, one may come

to a sign with the picture of a bird and the letterings
Chestnut-sided warblers may greet you along the way,

’Very

pleased to meet you! they will sing# . These birds are abun¬
dant in this area from

to September#

They winter in

Central America"*
The first trail—The Jewel Trail--wanders through woods
beyond the south lawn of the hotel#

'The path# one mile long#

Pig..14

The Start of The Nature Trail
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starts In a pine grove from a geological stone pile dedi¬
cated to Bob Cole# and leads the hiker through dark# moist
woodlands# across small crystal clear brooks# to open fields#
Through an old turnstile# the Birch Trail# a segment of the
r

Jewel Trail# winds along the edge of a swamp to a small
pond which the writer called me Muskrat Fond*

One may

find many types of flowers# birds# and animals along this
trail#
The second main trail is the Ferny Brook 'Trail# a charm¬
ing path one mile in length# beginning on the south side of
the Chateau#

This trail winds along a fern draped brook#

through a dark# cool glade to Horthfleld'a only water fall#
the site of the Old Crist Mill#

A path from the dim leads

the wanderer back to the formal gardens of the Chateau#
The third trail# the Orange hot Trail# leads off the
Winchester Highway# and takas in Pulpit Falls# a beautiful
rock formation-and waterfall# one third of a mile from the
road? Bent’s Pond# an inviting place to rest# two thirds of
a mile; Deserted Village# where one may aoe cellar.dugouts and dried gnarled apple trees—proof of an earlier
farm village# one mile; Big Birch# the largest known birch
of its kind in the world (now blown over}# one mile and a
half; next comes Balanced Rock; then Hog's Back Mountain,
1000 foot elevation# from which may be seen a magnificent
view of Mount Monadnook# one and five-eighths miles; Berth-

flQld lieservcir# few and three eighths miles? Old Orchard#
aa oil settlement# three and three eighths miles| and
Oarnet Mock elevation of 700 foot frog& which a aagnif leant
vlo^! of the valley is obtained* throe and seven eighths
miles*

C!ae trail ends at the it or thf l aid G&p-age In back of

the hotel# the total distance of this trail is four and
seven eighths ml leg from start to finish*
Tuesday and ttarsday mornings# 1 gnidM a .group of
guests over the nature trails*

'The time was set early In

the morning {nine*thirty) to catch fee people before they
formulated their morning plana*

Interest was always high*

especially frost the children at the hotel*

Older groups

too# especially fee tyqmsa* had keen interest in fee trails*
sfb@ Individual attendance of the groups that the writer led
over fee trails ranged from two up to twelve people*

over

fifty people followed fee writer over fee three trails during
the two summer months*

How mmij walked over fee trails

without guidance will never be known*

''Hie three trails arc

definitely an i .ipertant part of fee hotel’s recreational
program*

In summing up the nature trails# a sentence from
"Sanctuary and Stature ■••rail

concerning the trails

at Horthflsld hits lM*ie^*llatttre frails very popular#
designed to sustain interest the year 1 round*7 •
For those who could not get out on fee nature trails#
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and for those whose Interest were fired by the outdoors, I
brought into the hotel another nature program by presenting
a series of ten topics in the parlor of the hotel on Wednes¬
day evenings*
program con si a ted of an informal introductory talk
on a topic of natural history and then the showing of movies
or slides to illustrate the subject*

The material for the

evening programs was obtained from four sources* (1) from
the writer’s own files of Isdaohrome slides, {2) from
guests’ private files, (3) from the forest Service, and
(4) from the University of Massachusetts Extension Service*
Unfortunately,. I could have only the latter part of the
evening for my program, as the "Trio5* was scheduled to play
every evening*

from the response that I received at ay

program after the nTrlo* had finished their concert, it was
evident that more of the•guests attended and enjoyed the
nature program than the concert*

The following chart sum¬

marises the program and the attendance of the guests of the
hotel at my program*

The percentage of attendance of the hotel

guests is remarkably high, considering the diversity of
/

the guests present at the hotel*
Another recreational activity that can be classified
as part of a nature program, is the campflre-oookouts*
Thursday evenings at six o’clock, the smell of broiled
steak greets many of the guest® of the, hotel as they cross

Fig.

/

17

Th© Cook-out
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this ^olf oours-i to tiia picnic grounds.

"An outdoor carap-

\

fire-oookout -prepared and served by experts la a delightfully
»

different way■to satisfy an appetite sharpened by a day of
3
outdoor aeitvity11# * # 11 Delicious food is preoared in the woods
4
by our own chef and served informally and sizzling hob**
During the 1960 summer months, eight cookouts were
held#

A total of three hundred people were served roasted

corn, steak, baked beans, ■ salad, watermelon* and soft drinks#
fh© meal

was cooked and served by three of the staff
*

including the writer#,
After the meal, tha writer staged games for the people
present#

These consisted of the leas strenuous type of

relay races, balancing, ana walking games*

As soon as dark-

ness came to the woods, the .guests gathered in a ring around
the campfire, some toasted marshmallows, and all Joined in
an old fashioned songfast*

Different guests were encouraged

to lead and many came forth with song games and action
songs which made a big hit with the group*
The spirit and enthusiasm was high at the campfire
cookouts*

Here was a chance to Join others in and to enjoy

an informal meal served in th© heart of nature1® dining room,
plus fellowship found only around & blazing campfire#

3*Ibid*
4* The Horthfield Schools, Winter Sports at Korfehfield* 1945.
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Compared to the program of nature activities, miscellan¬
eous, informal displays and games were arranged for the
guests to enjoy at their leisure*

One of these informal

nature activities consisted in watching the observation bee
hive that 1 built and set up in the formal garden of the
hotel*

Interested groups were • shown the bees at wox*k in

their hive bringing in nectar, rearing the young* and
doing the-many duties performed by the,. young workers *

The

J*dancesw of the worker** after they had entered the hive from
field trips, were especially enjoyed#

Oddly enough* people

tenov-i very little about the honey bee* even though they
enjoy the product—honey*

The writer found the guests

willing and anxious to learn about the little insect*
Hafeural history was also enjoyed inside the hotel*
The sunporeh proved a suitable place for many nature games*
The star box begins the display of games—constellations
are made to appear in a dark box by the turning of a knob#
lext to the star box, is a weather chart depicting types of
clouds*

Under the pictures are the meanings of the clouds

and predictions of future weather*
Further along the porch, children are always found
playing with a wild-life board game#

Th© game is played by

matching pictures of birds and flowers with the proper
name*

The game is so popular that the writer has been asked

to build a similar board for another resort on th© cape*
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i\lear the wildlife board is a display mount of owl
pellets that were found along the nature trail. Next to a
door is found a list of one hundred and sixty-firce birds
seen on the hotel grouds.

The writer has made a nature

bulletin board for this room which has not yet been
installed.
Throughout the hotel, the writer set up displays of
interesting materials. A terrarium filled with small ever¬
green plants, a fall bouquet of dried seed pods,

and a large

puff ball with a few interesting facts about it, were some
of the miscellaneous displays during the year.
The remaining portion of the over-all nature program
consisted of incidental events.
creation,

In the field of nature re¬

one has to be alert to the possibilities as they

become apparent. Mature never takes a holiday,

therefore,

the naturalist must always be on the alert for apportunities.
D

During the afternoons at the swimming

pool, children

and grown-mp were always bringing to me curious objects
found arounf the pool.
sake or a turtle.

Sometimes these objects were a

Even turtle eggs were found by some

children as they dug in the sand of the beach. Insects such
as dragon flies in the adult stage and in the nymphal stage
were found around the pool. May flies and damsel flies were
abundant and excited much interest. Also many types of
flowers are found around the pool,

such as forget-me-nots
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and closed gentians*

On-the-spot nature .such as this

la vastly superior to that of the formal classroom*
Here the objects in their natural surroundings offer
more incentive to he studied than the dried or pickled
specimens found in the laboratory*

An interesting example of on-the-spot nature
occurred several times in the Chateau# an annex to the
hotel*

During the summer four bats found their way

into the room® of the Chateau# ®nd I was called in to
trap these animals and remove them*

Cith the bats safely

in a cage# closer study was made and the guests found
this little flying animal an interesting and not too
terrifying creature to know*
Another time I was asked by a guest to find
sweet fern (Co»ptonl& peregrina) as the plant was
supposed to cure poison ivy*

After finding the

plant# X presented it to the guest with an explanation
concerning poison ivy and its cure*

Hatural history Is never constant*

Interesting

*

phenomena and materials are always being uncovered*

To bring this to the attention of the interested guests
is the job of the resident naturalist*

Displays# games#

talks* hikes# and pictures are a fm of the axidiovisual means of satisfying the nature hunger of the

guest® for natural history*

nature recreation# as

shown by its popularity at the hotel# is a fundamental
part of resort hotel management*

06

..uwmar.y
fhe proceeding rrogram that I set up at the
horthfield .Hotel was an experimental progra*®

Inordsr

to prove to the management of the hotel that a nature
program should be part of recreational plana, I was
given .freedom to organize my program®

nature program

must start small and build up until it reaches final
i

■reportions•

3o mj experimental pro-am .started small*

The future will find the program Rowing in popularity
and else.®

i?he 1950 nature recreational program proved

its worth to both the guests and to the management of
the Borthfield Hotel*

MATURE RECKEATIOHAL PRO®

uoms

CHAPTER

XV

mmm mmmfiQ® nmamm fob rssomp hotels
The ghlloaopto of A ifatnrallst Is Steaentlal In He sort
Motel amazement ~
~~
Hesort hotel popularity Is based on natural
history#

This principle w&a discussed In the second
i

chapter of tills paper along with the reasons why nature
means a© much to the resort hotel®

To gain the utmost

returns from nature should be the goal of ©very hotel
manager# but to do this# one must hare a philosophy
concerning nature®

.Naturalists do have this philosophy#

and the extent to which this Idea can be transferred to the
guests marks to a great extent the popularity of naturalist
service throughout the country®

Because this Is so

important for the success of the resort hotel# the
writer proposals to analyse the philosophy of a
naturalist#r>.

t

The concept- of nature-*study Is far broader than
the general public realises*

The word ordinarily means

a study of outdoor objects®

Object-study might be

another name fox** nature-study#

doing beyond this#

however# nature-study is an opening of the mind by direct
observation of common every day experiences that are

I

part of our life and environment#

It means an' adjustment

to the outdoors physically* mentally and spiritually#
Mature-study differs from science in its point
of attack#

Science is knowledge* pure basic facts#

while nature-study is first an attitude of mind# an outlook
on the world# and a spirit#

L# H* Bailey states that

nature la an affair of the heart and when this Interest
peases from heart to .hand then nature**study hmn given
way to science#

Mature-study deals with the same

subject matter and in as exact a way as science# but
it should be only as comprehensive as the capabilities of
the wstudent1a” mind#

Mature-study is meant to give a

person * an outlook over all forma of life and, their
relation one to another”#

1

Science tends to look

at compartmentalized life through a microscope; science
is specialised#

fhe object of nature-study is not to

discover nm facts'to add to those already known# but
to build an attitude toward nature# to Increase a person’s
joy of living# to make Ms life richer no matter what his
business may be#

'This concept includes the whole

family- the young as well as the old#
'

Mature enjoyment at a resort hotel# therefore#
'<'

has to be spontaneous and informal; it ha® to be free
/

I
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Arana B# Comstock# Handbook of Mature Study# 5#

and spirited*

It has to be natural*

Hatea Is not

something to be studied as in a formal school room or
laboratory*

The study of a ploklad frog In a zoology

laboratory la stereoscope*!*

The study of a frog in a

pond is a living situation*

**Mere facts are dead* but

the meaning of the facts is life*'#*'
It&tur© philosophy* then* for a resort hotel
management is a brand of thinking that harks bask to such
nature stalwarts aa Bailey and Comstock*

It is difficult

for this specialised world to conceive and yet it la as
simple as the words joy and spirit*
Nature neoreational frograae
The writer feels that the national parks have
developed an educational '.and recreational program that.
/

la worthy of emulation by any resort hotel*

dduoatioa

and recreation go hand and hand in the out-of-doors*
Education in the mountains# fields and streams can be
\

enjoyable as well as being recreational# although It
may have to presented,by a trained leader*

Mature

education la nature recreation*
From a study of the educational and recreational
programs in the national parks# the writer has broken
down the parts of a nature recreational program into
>

the followings Chadded trips# nature trails# exhibits and
displays# and lectures and campfire talks*

2* L* H« Bailey* Pfae Kataare-Study Idea* 27*

guided Trips should be one of the outstanding
features of the nature recreational program*

So many

interesting features are missed by the average person
as he speeds along the straight# cement highway*

Guided

trips led by a trained leader# a naturalist# stop at
all Important features whether they ar© geologies!#
botanical# &oo ogloal# historical# or of aomm local
interest*

The unobserved becomes the observed*

talking trips can be very popular*

A hike of

an hour or a trip of several days duration can be a
/

stimulation both mentally and physically*

With a

trained guide to supervise the activity all the
worrying# scheduling# and timing of the trips are
taken from, the shoulders of the visitor#

The walks cart

be undertaken with complete confidence in the guide whoa©
duty ia to make sure ever,,one is having a profitable time*
besides walking trips# auto caravan trips also
com© under the heeding of guided tours*

Many local

historical and natural features lie within a twenty
mile radius of ©very resort hotel*

Old mines# deserted

villages# old asmeberles* parka and reservations are
just a few of the many interesting features that can
be reached by auto-caravans*

The automobile Is used

to spaed up tha trip so that more and distant features
m&,v be observed®

The .guide or naturalist again plays

the leading role of narrator for the moving parade®
luided trips have three outstanding advantages
in nature recreation®
-**1* First-hand information involving all five
senses is available* real experiences are gained#
and batter concepts obtained®
2® Cotton interests are gained because of the
superlative teaching materials available® There
is opportunity to folio?* the interest of the
group* Individual attention is offered the
■student*
3* Aesthetic and inspirational values are
realised*
For those who prefer to study the natural surround¬
ings by themselves* Mature Trails are the answer®
Labeled rooks# plants# and trees of a carefully selected
trail can give much enjoyment and recreation to the
visitor*

Self-guiding nature trails will never replace

the guided trips* but they are interesting and insturofcive*
Labels should be attractive and simple®

They should tell

a story as they lead the explorer down the trail*

Signs

and labels do much to make the trail popular®
inhibit*, and Displays should be part of every nature
recreational program*

There will always be those people

3® Harold €U Bryant and Wallace vr* Atwood Jr** Research
and education in the national Park*. 9-10*

who want to look at nature in the oomfort or the Inaoors#
Seasonal wildflower displays within the hotel are popular*
A wildflower garden with labeled plants give a clear
and comprehensive view of the plants of the locality*
wildlife displays are just as important as wildflewsr
displays*

Many people have not acquired the knack of

sitting still on a trail to watch for wildlife*

Animals

that are captured and temporarily kept on display could
»,

?i

attract and provide education and. recreation for many
people*

Keptilea also have proven to be interesting

and educational displays.

In many instances the guests

«
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feed tho birds# goMen**man t1 ed ground squirrels# or

chipmunks# and even larger animals such as mountain
\

'

*

J'.

goats are attracted by salt licks*
Lectures yad Campfire faIks

are another valuable

medium by which information about natural and human
history may be presented*

Informal talks which end in
A

a general discussion of questions raised by visitors are
ideal for nature recreation activities*
always popular around a campfire*

Story tellers are

They can give much

< nature**lore to a group meeting*
Materials Adaptable to A gators hroggaa
In the previous section on nature recreational
programs# guided tours were discussed*

Trips in the

field under a competent guide are one of the beet means
of obtaining direct purposeful experiences* As field
trips are a must in any nature recreational program, the
writer will discuss them more thoroughly later on in this
section*

Consideration is given her# also to the use of

the major parts

in the presentation of a project in

maple syrup in a nature recreational program#

Audio-*

visual aids can help to a great extent in a nature
program*
i

Field iaacnorlence
if the hotel management wishes to make the best
use of natural resources, it must make use of direct,
purposeful experience that can be gained out-of-doors*
On hotel property or close to it will be found some of
the features the writer will mention in this section*
It,* lowing suggests ways in whicn. hotel management
can find and utilise surrounding natural resources and
bring them to the attention of the guests*
>
f
smh* the resort hotel near a Hivor Basin, many
direct and purposeful experiences oan be gained by
a little investigation*

A small brook will yield just

as much excitement as a large roaring stream for this
study#
i

Ilf©* Are

isroaion is a very important part of our*

the banks of the brook ©rodadf Does the water contain

silt?

"here' do you find gravel* ©and and silt deposited?

How are they tepos&ttd?

How does.the brook cut its banks?

Mote the velocity of the water at various parts of the brook
tij ars there rocks In the brook?

hh&t shape are They?

How did they g^t there?

That plants grow on the banks*

That plants grow with their feet in the water* or
totally submerged?

That seeds are dispersed by water?

pind animal tracts In the soft mud of the bank*
; V» niH'.f'l.". .■'•
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animals need nater in order to live?

f.v
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That

*

How do they get itv

Are there any Insects In, on, or near the water?
there fish in the water, and what kinds?
brook begin and end?

sdiere

Are
does toe

does the brook have a delta?

A brook is an excellent medium for study#

A few

suggestions to a group of hotel guests and they will com©
forth with many more Questions and answers.
enjoy studying brooks?
activity.

hy do they

This is an entirely new

linjoyment of a new experience in a cool

uist atmosphere is the answer to the Question why so
many enjoy nature^study#

Hotel guests once given an

intoduction to a brook by a naturalist will spend many
enjoyable hours exploring the new wonderful natural
resource•

Swampa are also interesting areas \ for exploration#
Swamps and bogs often present a picture of flora that
occur many miles to the North#

In New

xtgland bog#

\

trees such as the larch and black spruce represent the
flora that is found in labrador#

To take a trip to the sub-

artlo in a 'few minutes wo^ld facinate anyone#
r

Swamps are formed because of one of five-reason*;
(1) Rook formations under the surface of the land which
prevent the water from seeping underground* (2) Areas
inundated frequently ub along streams and mux*alien* (3)
Lakes filled in by vegetation# (4) Delta formation In
the mouth of streams and rivers# (5) Organic material
4
formed in deep forests# *
How did the swamp you are
studying fomt

In Mew England# how did the glacier pre¬

pare the way for swamps and bog?
Once the exploration of a swamp begins many questions
need to be answered# questions that become very obvious#
hat is happening to the swamps-is the size of the. area
increasing or decreasing?
on tli© swamp or bog?

‘''hat effect has the vegetation

hhat rare plants inhabit -the swamps?

Eo do they compare to tudae of the field?
soil like in a swamp?
formed?

"'‘hat color la it?

What ia the
How was it

Are there animal or plant remains In the mud?

"hat ia rest?

Gan you find any in this bog?

How is

4# "liber dft Jackson# Field %"ork in Nature Study# 31#

peat formed?

How la peat changed to coal?
'

Lakes

■

.

f

also offer an excellent opportunity for

careful observation*

Th©r© is a story anywhere one

looks in the out-of-doors *

The naturalist can pick

out the story by careful oba®rvation0
• ~® 'majority of the .lakes in the northern part
of'North Aaerioa were forced by the action of the
*

glaciers#

Can you find the .early physical history of

your region?

How was a kettle hole formed?

the Jreat Lakes formed?

How were

Where la the inlet to the

lake or pond and where is the outlet?
Along the lake or pond shore is a written story
of the paste
inland?

Is there any evidence of former beaches

Is the beach building or being tom down?

you find the story?
the snore I

Arc there any peat formations along'

hat does this prove?

how is it deposited?

Are

How is sand made?

la there any sorting action of

material going on along the shore?
marks made?

Can

How are ripple

there any sand dunes along the beach?

Bow are they me.de and in what direction do they face?
inat part does plant life play in the water* along the
shore* and in the sand dimes?

Fields and Meadows

should not b© overlooked in

the pursuit of answers to questions of nature#

The

open spaces beside raising new' questions seem, to
give a person a new attitude to life*

The spirit of

the open seems to lift the troubles from the 'mind and
float them off with the clouds#

Is not this the

reason people visit hotels* to forget the problems
of the business world?
Can you guess how and why the field or meadow
t

was formed?

Has it ever been farmed?

evidences of gracing by cattle?
ences between a field and meadow?
in the field?
erratics?

Are there any

That are the differ¬
Are there any boulders

How did they get there?

Why are they called

me the wild flowers native or introduced?

How do they compare to the flowers found in the woods?
•hat plant family is dominant in the field?
Meadow?

Do not forget to look up in th© sky*

jou picture castles In the cloud formations?

In the
Can
The

cottony clouds are cumulus or fair weather clouds#
K©©p your eyes and ears open for birds and animals*
Fields and meadows are full of living creatures,can
you make friends with them?
ho is not excited by a trip through a dense* dark
wilderness has invited adventurous

\

people Into Its dephs since roan first developed his
inquisitiveness*

There are still many forested areas

In the United States that have not seen many human
inhabitants#

A trip through the cool# green shad©

of a primeval forest will be a joy and pleasure to both
young and old*
hh&t path are you following?

Is there an animal

*

path leading to a catering hole?
trail?

A hunter*s or trapper*a

How do the birds and animals know of your

presence?

'-hat arc they doing?

animal population ©hanging? hhy?
the woods*

Describe the soil in

" hy are the woods damp?

the pixie needles *
the air?

How are the bird and

nun your hand under

How does the temperature compare with

Are the flowers in the woods native or inteduced?

Hot many seeds do they have compared with flowers of the
open?

Bow do the leaves compare in texture with those

of the field?
through#

A leaf is just thick enough to let light

in the woods# would you expect the loaves to b©

thick or thin?
. One question brings up another*

a good naturalist

•knows how to ask questions to bring out the right answers*
Some questions can be answered by observation# name have

to b© answered by deduction; but no matter what way the
questions are discover©-.! It is fun to Investigate the
secrets of nature*
Visual Alda * nd 'Phoir Part In natural History
Visual aids should play .an Important part in the
presentation of natural history in a resort hotel# Visual
Instruction* as a means to an end* implies the presentation
i

of knowledge to be gained through a seeing experience#
Visual aids have been classified by •' ©aver and
dollinger (1949) into four categories*

The first type

-of visual aid is actual reality* the tillage themselves*
me second is pseudo-realism such as scale models* mockups or dioramas*

The third group is plotornl realism

in the form of drawings* photographs* and motion pictures*
The last group* plotor&l symbolism* includes graphs and
schematic drawings#
?h© writer will follow the above classification
of visual aids In presenting a pattern for a
natural history at a hotel*

unit” of

The unit In this case will

b© maple sugar* but any unit such as corn* clay pottery*
fall harvest* or herbs may b© substituted#

Maple sugar

Is selected as the writer has had actual experience with
such a project#

"The writer will set a display of this

unit on paper as It would appear in a corner of a parlor*
lobby or poroh of a rosort hotel#

For hotels of northeastern 'Mew England the use of
reality in presenting the picture of the maple sugar
Industry forms the basis of the display*

Objects and

specimens are included under the heading of reality*
Wooden sap buckets# spiles, tree tapping tools are all
part of the actual equipment u»ed in producing mple
syrup*

They should be set'up in a section cf

display*

the

Other realities include the finished product#

cans of maple syrup*, jars of maple cream, and boxes of
maple sugar*

These can be sold to the guests of the hotel

in connection with the gift shop*
During the time of the display, maple syrup can be
served in the dining room of the hotel for pancakes or
raffles*

This is one more reality to add to the atmosphere

of the display*

x ang&rlug**off party in the afternoon 1b

another idea to bring reality into the display* It could
be held out-of-doors around a wood fir© if there is plenty
of snow on the ground*

If the elements are against such a

party, it could b# held on the sun porch*

Sugaring-off
/

parties have been held on the mm porch of the HorthfieXd
Hotel with great success*

X sterno stove provided t'm heat

for boiling the sap and bowls of crushed ice furnished the

mm on which the syrup was poured ter form the mple wax*
Along this line a trip to an actual sugar bush with a sap
house in operation would be appropriate*

By building up to

this trip through the display in '.the hotel* the trip could

climax the unit of maple s)igA.r*
the next section of visual aids is pseudo-realism*
The central part of the dieph y could be a model of a
sugar maple bush,

complete 'with sap house* oxen and

stone boat*

Models are recognisable imitations of the

real thipg *

They present the original object in a

simplified manner/ models can be shown in a room while the
original such as a maple sugar bn ah can not be brought
inside* Th© models may entice the guests to go on a
trip to see the real thing*
The base of the model can be mad© by many means of
contour building*

The modal should be built on an

incline of twenty-five to thirty degrees to simulate the
hills of Mm England*

The have® may be made of layers of

cardboard built to the contour*
as another base*

Sand and clay may ba used

Plywood patterns may be placed in sand

and filler is packed between them*

The filler Can be

made up of sawdust* plaster* and school library paste to
a consistency of tough dough*44
Maple trees are made of twigs and stuck into the base*
Small buckets may be mad® of paper to hang on the trees*
The sap house nestled into the side of the hill can b© made
of cardboard*

A little bright red paint adds color and

interest to the sap house*

A pair of oxen to pull the

atone boat from tree to tree can be bought in a five and
ten cent store or can be carved from wood* while the
boat can be mad® from piece® of wood and paper
44* Edgar Dab * Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching* 92*

stone

Small incidentals that give atmosphere and reality
fco the display oan he added next©

Muddy roads to the sap

house can he painted on with brown paint®

A pond and

stream running in front of the sap house can be made of a
piece of mirror or glass over blue paint*

Little wooden

bridges over the stream are another Incidental to ba added*
Snow then must be added to the base*

Cotton batten

can be spread over the contour or better still snow can
be made as a mixture of soap and water*

A thick solution

of soap and water la fluffed up by beating and then
applied to the base®
The final touch to the model could be steam coming
out of the sap house®

Steam can be simulated by burning

cloth in a can under tie

modal and leading the smote through

a tube to the sap house#

Another method of making steam

Is by putting dry Ice in the can instead of the

cloth*

The third type of visual aids to ba used with this
unit on maple sugar la plot oral symbolism*

This group

comprises the maps# charts, graphs# and diagrams*

The

main function of these is to enable those .interested to
grasp or comprehend the

idea by presenting the relation¬

ships of the parts of the

subject®

These are visual

symbols wh& h represent .reality*
For this display three typssof visual symbol
be used*

The first would ba mapi

showing the location of the m&pb

can

of the Inlted States
sugar country*

map should be located above the o&tti*

This

On the right aide

I

of the displayt ft chart could be used to depict the types
of maple tree®# itaw*# buds and flowers# Over tlw left

side of the display# the third type of visual symbol# the
graph# could be used#

The graph would be pictorial of

the uses of maple products such as syrup for p&no&toa n/id
waffles# maple credit for crackers and cooking#

sugar for -candy*

and maple

Also tha uses of maple products in tm

curing of tobacco# flavoring of syrups and foods cun be
displayed in pictorial graph form#

•

the fourth mid last section of visual aids in tha

presentation of‘the lg&ple sugar story is piotonal
realism#

.Pictures of every sort help to bring a clear#

truer image to the audiencef s mind#
Photographs around the main display should be used
to show old time practices in gathering and boiling the

maple mp*

3ho history of the maple sugar industry could

be portrayed by pictures to show the development the

industry has passed through since the tIme the inuiiins
first tasted the sweet maple sap*
Bulls tin boards are part of tha pictoral realism#
Clippings from local papers ot net ices about maple sugar
should b6‘-displayed*

Local weather and its effects on the

sap run should be also put up on tha hulls tin board*
In the evening#

lectures or informal talks with

colored slides could be given*
the real thing in pictures#

To bring to the audience

to fire their imagination#

and to start them thinking about one of our own native

industries is the ohj 301 of this type of plctoral
symbolism*

The pictures also lend to the atmosphere

of thee,display#

hound movies are even batter than

colored slides and should also be used If possible*
Both tbs slides and movies can be obtained from the atate
extension service film library#
The foregoing details of a specific project have been
pip santed to show what can be & one with a unit ot natural
history by the use of the four types of visual aids*

fhe

writer believes that a new unit a month - or perhaps each
week - should be set up during the year at a resort noted.*
'
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Many unique units asn be arrenged to ples.se and educate
the quests in ti» lore and history of'the Icesal oounfcxjr •

Th® writer baa spent considerable time experimenting
with the maple sugar project#

He has taken over forty

iCodae.hrom#aJ planned and led two all** day eacpiditions to the
Berkshire*| has lectured on maple sugar to Garden Clubs#
a Boston 'University Extension class for teachers# the
Um England Recreation Conference# and guests at the

I.orthfieM HotelJ and has set-np exhibits in the .art'•field
Hotel lobby#

The generous and enthusiastic response has

indicated that people 'are literally hungry for this kind
of adventure#

Cugaring**off rms one of our earliest

American festivals#

Today it has all but vanished#

Curiously enough it only needs loaders Ip ana organ! % ■* 11 on
to be revived©

winter spa* fcs# cross country skiing#

mountaineering# hosteling# fishing meets and hiking
clubs are other outdoor activities that arc coming .into
their am#

The farm boy took the so thirds f O’ granted#

the modern urban population has to be shorn#

’The

necessity for educating people to live happily in the
jittery#
us#

racked world of today la just dawning on

The resort hotel is lotted in the environment that

is best suited for this mission#

The hotel keepers may

no longer provide board and keep for mm and beast*

Els

opportunity and obligations have changed in a changing
wo pH «

fhe objective of all this is to educate the guests
to appreciate wholesome food such as genuine maple

products* and fresh vegetable a from the hotel garden* the
beautiful fall colprs* the excellent scenery of the region*
the tto h to be caught* etc*

these are the things together

with food and shelter that a resort hotel has to sell#
The customers should be made aware of what tbs
resources are that tH
economics*

hotel offers*

outstanding

This Is good
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£v®ry rewrt hotel should have a nature library# l!h0
following reference library includes seventy-five selected
books and magazines*

A few of these are technical books#

but most are of general nature information or of nature
stories#

Mo two hotel managers would pick the same

books for his hotel library# but it is important to have
a number of nature**atu&y books#
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llson, Mew York,
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Sew York, 1930. ~~
®13I Animal Vays, Houghton, Mifflin Co.,
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How Yo rk# 1922
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Jlarth
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0, P* Putnam'a Sons, Hewi York, 1923.
Merriaa, John C., The Living Past, Charbes Scribner’s Sons,
Sew York, 193CTI
Stars and Sky
Jeans, Sir Jam## H«, Through Space arid Time. The Macmillan
Co., Sew Y<r k, 1934.
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Hatsur® recreation la an up*-&nd-oomln0 movement*
It has not reached maturity2 it is still just an infant.
Msrioan people

are slow to grasp new ideas.

Thomas

Edison had a hard time selling his new invention, electric
lights.

So mature recreation is having a hard time coming

of age.
Nature recreation will play an increasingly Important
part in our lives in the future.

itto new labor saving

devices and labor unions to give ua more leisure tine, the
*

people of America must find
time#

thing to do in that leisure

'Mature recreation will be one of the important 1 leisure

sports” to fulfill the idle hours#
From the foregoing study of resort hotels and nature
recreation* the .following conclusions have been drawn*
1* American people for the past two hundred years have
been seeking nature recreation whan they plan their vacations#
national parks have established an" excellent example cf
a nature recreational program#

Similar programs could* with,

profit* ba adopted by resort hotels#
29 Many resort hotel managers do not fully appreciate

the part nature plays in their recreational program*
3* Every resort hot el has local natural resources that
can be more fully utilized in a well-rounded program*
In some instances a trained naturalist is employed to find
these features and incorporate them into a recreational program*

4. Hotel managers and nature recreational leaders
must have a "Nature-study" philosophy.
ways to lead quests to nature.

There are many

A nature library adds

to the enjoyment of the guests.
5* In this age of high tension,

hen nerves and

health are at the end of the rope, nature recreation Is
the means to restore the mental and physiaol powers to

the average American citizen.

As the name implies,

*

nature recreation is nature re-creation#

Summary

In this paper I have studied the behavior of
hotel guests In resrect to their environment#

As the

ecologist studies th© relationship of plants to their
environment, so the writer has studied the relationship
*

of people to their environment*

In the latter ease the

science may he called human eoolo^y.

he studies of th*

human belns and his environment is a soiontifio study.
-m

Bj observing dacts about hotel guests in relation to
their environment and organising th© findings, conclusions
hav© been drawn which may be of benefit to mankind#
Paul Sears states the following* fThe social
function of ecology la to provide a solentlficbasls
whereby man may shape the environment and hi a relation
to it as he ex reases himself in and through his culture
patterns0# *

This is a statem nt of the process of

th© writer’s study of the behavior of hotel guests In
their environment#

Phis problem Is not only an economic

problem, it is an ecological approach to the study of
social behavior.1 2

Upon fitting my problem into the
V.

1. F. Fraser Darling, "The Koolo^ical Approach To The
Social Sciences", American scientist.

2. Ibid., 246.

(April 1951), 245.

statement of ?atil Sears# the Ideals and objects become
more apparent*
Paul Sears states?..

..

The writerf s conclusions

nfhe social function of
ecology

In resort hotel recreation

is to provide a scientific
basis

as shown by the writer’s
study

whereby man may shape the
environment

man makes use of such
natural resources as
forests# water# mountains#
and wildlife

and his relation 'to it

in a recreational program

as he ex ressos himself in
and through his culture
patterns"•

as he satisfies an inner
urge or nature hunger «

*•

The Korthfleld Hotel
Looking first: at the concept as found at the
Horthfield Hotel, the writer finds characteristics that
reach back to the founding of the hotel.

'The hotel was

founded by D. L. foody, the great evangelist.

Today,

seventy years later, the writer finds many traditions
built on this early religious influence.
"hymn sinks'*

The weekly

held every Sunday evening is definitely a

part of the Northfield tradition.

To cut out this

important part of the prograia would seriously effect the
hotel spiritually and physically.

Another tradtion is

the prohibiting of smoking in the dinning room,

urely

in this day of chain smoker, this might have serious

consequences*

Also* In this aqe of hiqh tension* cocktail s

In the ebenmq are very fashionable*

'fhe llor t) field has

never had a cocktail lounqe or bar and undoubtedly
t

never will have one.

If any of these links with the

past were broken, there would be deterioration of che
social pressures*
As a result the quests of the Morthfield have
certain qualities.

The group of people are of high

economic status, are above average in intelligence, have
above average social standard, have wide vocabulary and
«

are adept at language, possess nany Interests, and
demand a high standard of food.

Most of the guests

are elderly and have been going to the hotel f or nany
years.

Substitute a different type of people, and the

environment is disrupted.
All the guests can be divide l into two grout)a
which are called In the national parks, the "dudes" and
the " sagebrushes".

The "dudes go to the Morthfield

as It is the fashionable thing to do for a vacation.
'The hotel serves fine foods, has solf beds, and has
employees to wait on them,

Thb "dudes” very rarely

enter Into a nature recreational program, are usually
bored, are never satisfied with what they are doing.

The na&g©bruahersn# who represent fifty percent of
the clientelle, stay at the Northfield becatia© they
are conscious of the outdoor environment#
an inner *furg6i;
Ion#

They possess

that tells them to seek nature recre&t—

The *’ sagabruahers* are anxious to tramp in the

woods, to spend hours out under the open sky or on
the golf course*

They are satisfied mentally and physically

at the end of the day*
i

The Horthfield then, must look both to its historic
and natural environment to continue to keep In the race
of hotel competetion*

Destroy the religious significance

of the hot©! and the Horthfield will become a barren,
deserted, once**famous hotel#

Destroy the natural environ-

ment by such things as forest firos# timber cutting, or
pollution of the streams and the social health of the
hotel is destroyed#
Other Hesort Hotel
Hot only does this idea of environment al us©
pertain to the Horthfield, but also to all resort hotels*
Tradition Is as much a part of hotel guest's environment
as that which is found in Ms home*

natural resources are

also a major part of man* s hotel environment#

If one

of these is neglected the hotel becomes an economic
problem#

The solution, then, is an ecological approach

to the study of the peculiar brand of social behavior
to be found about each hotel#

hesort hotels are to found on the fringe of
hi Jily Industrialised urban pressures and cultures.
To hold their own they must utilised their natural
resources*

For examples

The Gatlinburg Hotel is on tne

outskirts of the ireat dmoky Mountains National Hark*
.■V

/

*-

f

It is self sufficient in that it utilizes such native
resources as wild honey, homemade cornbread, buckwheat
caM.es and maple syrup, smoked hams, and fcriur from
/

mountain streams*
the environ®® nt*

entertainment is in keeping with
'Guided tours are made through the

national park not only in si^ht-seaing cars and busses
but by hiking the t alls.

The hotel arranges half-day

trips Into the mountains where mountain cabins, mountain
folks, and mountain customs are a part

of

the environment*

At night a string band plays while mountain people and
tourists enter into a e untry dance*

Folkcraft in the

form of wood carving and weaving is another part of the
environment of

;hich the hotel makes use*

nGatlinburg

0

is one of the leaders in the revival of authentic
folkcraft work*15
The program of this hotel is built on the realisa¬
tion that it depends on the anvironsisant for its existence*

3* Gatlinburg Inn, Inc*,

Ilslt ihe Hew Gatllnbur^ Inn,

Gatlinburg, Tennessee*

Through

science of human ecology* the Oatlinbur

has succeeded in climbing the ladder of success# In
a similar way all resort hotel must climb this ladder
by the fundamental understanding of human ecology#
Leopold has expressed in his writing# M A large
part of animate creation is concerned with little beyond
making a living and reproduction

of its kind*

• Ida

spread among mankind* however* is the more or less
oonsious realyatlon that making a living is only
a preliminaryj that beyond it lias* for those who accept
it# the greater experiences of living a life#

And

aesthetic and recreational values are primarily con¬
cerned with living a life#

They are essential to real

living#«•• In comparison with economic values they take
no second place#
If one accepts the resort hotel as an effective instit¬
ution in modern living* then a consideration of the natural
resources as one phase of the resort hotel’s program is no
longer debatable*

The importance 6f the problems connected

with the wise and full us© of local natural resources and
the broad Implications of the program dor the welfare of
the

otel guests leaves the manager no alternative#

4* Nature Magazine* May 1951* vol# 44# No* 5, ,•>*# 250
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